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I welcome you to take a journey through the vivid pages of artblend magazine. Become immersed in the stunning imagery 

and inspired by the stories of industry leaders in art, entertainment, culture, and business. We are very excited about this 

eighth issue, which brings you talent from around the world.

ItIt is our aim to hold your attention with the best of the best in this new publishing venture. Our intention is to present stories, 

articles, artist profiles, and related material in an organized and structured way. We will also share the kind of information 

that will resonate far beyond our city’s borders to world-wide relevance. We plan to attract the most talented contributors 

and give them space to present images and write stories that you want to read. In short, we intend to be a reader’s 

magazine that’s well-written and well-illustrated.

TTo accomplish these goals, the magazine maintains a careful balance between advertising and editorial content. We won’t 

be indebted to business interests and, instead, will make independent decisions on editorial content based on what our 

readers want to see. We will offer an enriched body of stunning page-turning artist profiles. We will cover art events and 

exhibitions, developing trends, and industry topics. We will do so with bold, exciting imagery and articles which offer a new 

approach and have international appeal. We will have no fluff, no filler. 

Overall,Overall, we will be an art magazine that reflects current times and interest of the readers who pick up these pages. This is 

our commitment to you, as your art magazine, artblend.

Best Always,

Michael Joseph

Publisher

MichaelMichael Joseph is an American fine art photographer who is best known for his award-winning international black-and-white 

photographs of architecture and structures. He has traveled to all 48 contiguous United States and many international cities. His 

work has appeared in many exhibitions throughout the country and has been honored in numerous juried art shows. Most 

notably, in 2012 he was named one of the world’s top ten photographers by the Sony World Photography Organization. His 

photographs are held in several important private, public, and museum collections. His photography is licensed and distributed 

to major to major retail outlets, and can be seen in award-winning movies, numerous TV shows, and commercials.
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With this issue, we are proud to enter our fourth year of publishing artblend magazine. Our success grows, thanks 

to the support of artists and the art community and, significantly, the widening audience provided by online 

readership.  Artblend magazine has also increased circulation with its mass distribution at major art fairs. An art 

magazine should inform its readers about fascinating events, businesses, and most importantly, artists. We have 

spanned the globe to bring you an accomplished variety of talent, which you will discover for yourself in our striking 

Artist Profile pages. 

WWe pledged we would appeal to the international art market and keep our fingers on the pulse of the art industry. A 

magazine should also raise awareness, ask questions, and provide useful information. To that end, you can navigate 

your way to our feature articles, “Cuba: on my time”, and “The Abundant Artist: the starving artist is a myth”. It is 

important to know that the stories in these pages came about because our team was inquisitive about what is 

currently taking place within the art industry; both domestically and abroad. We set out to provide the answers in 

an in-depth, well-researched, and unbiased forum. It is with this talent and commitment that we will continue to 

prprovide our readers quality and substance.

We anticipate that you will enjoy this issue of artblend magazine, and we will see you again in our next issue as we 

present more “creative minds at work.”

Yours Truly,

Elaine Joseph

Editor-in-Chief

Elaine Joseph has an extensive career history in management, marketing, promotion, and advertising. She has worked 

with several leading companies in the music and entertainment industries and major retail stores including: Transworld 

Entertainment, New England Video, The Musicland Group, Compact Disc World, Blockbuster Video, and Victoria’s Secret. 

She is the recipient of several awards recognizing her for outstanding accomplishments, record-setting achievements, and 

innovative concepts. She is the long-time successful business manager of Michael Joseph Photography and Chief 

Executive Officer of Artblend Inc.
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On the cover: James Schot, Vitruvian Angel Imbalance, photography

JamesJames Schot’s artistic journey began the moment his journey to find home came to an end. Born 

in Indonesia, he moved to Holland as a child, and eventually wound up on the shores of 

Hoboken, NJ. A year after becoming a U.S. citizen he was sent to Vietnam with the United States 

Air Force. He went on to study television and movie production at University of 

Missouri-Columbia, with continuing education in photography at UCLA and Columbia School of 

Broadcasting in Los Angeles. Schot puts a lifetime of learning and experiences into his fine art 

photography and demonstrates a masterful skill of technique combined with a uniquely creative 

imagination.imagination. You may continue reading more about James Scot in our feature article “Cuba: On 

my time,” and in the Artists Profiles section on page 98..
 





“On Time” was the continually repeating split-flap display 
in front of me as I was waiting for my flight back to the USA 

after my ten day visit to Cuba. It was a comforting message 

in a country suspended in a time warp for more than half a 

century. I find time can only be measured and valued by 

how we’d like to spend it. 

James Schot  Fort Lauderdale, FL

“You can't depend on 
your eyes when your 
imagination is out of 
focus.” – Mark Twain

Cuba: On
My Time



Taxi Ride in Cuba



I was tempted to pack it in the first day. The inner spoiled brat 

was asking what I was doing here in Cuba. I guess this feeling 

was partly due to it being a long day that started at 3AM. I 

reminded myself that I was also born on an island, Indonesia, 

which had a similar experience to what many Cubans went 

through in 1959 when Castro came to power. My family, ten 

years earlier, had been banished from Indonesia by likeminded 

“scientific“scientific socialists” who took control under Sukarno. In any 

case, I didn’t make this trip for politics or any other purpose 

except to get with the people and photograph them.  It is 

through my photography that I can best illustrate aspects of 

Cuban society and culture, and in this regard the photographs 

speak for themselves. On the other hand, for this magazine 

about art my views on photography and its creative processes 

rrequire a literary exploration. 

I am passionate about photography. I’ve devoted most of my 

life to exploring all aspects of the medium that have formalized 

my definitive views, and sharing them is the most substantive 

contribution I can make, apart from the photographs behind 

them.  Photography has many purposes: it can be a means of 

recording, a quick snapshot, or consist of creative commercial 

assignments. My photography, not related to my business, falls 

intointo two categories: artistic photography and photographic art. 

All aesthetic photography falls into these designations, I feel – 

but what’s the difference? 

Artistic photography is what I hoped to achieve in Cuba. The 

adjective “artistic” is a modifier for most of the creative 

photography we see presented and exhibited. When we 

photograph a place, landscape, cityscape, activity, event, or 

animal in the wild, they already are part of an existing 

environment around us. We have had no part in it being there in 

front of us, except possibly for our patient observation and/or 

knowledgeable anticipation of an occurknowledgeable anticipation of an occurrence. 

From that point, a photographer will skillfully and creatively 

apply all the requisite details of visual literacy into the 

photograph to be taken in achieving the best visual impact. In 

the hands of a master the end result will tell a wonderful story 

of a moment in time, or be a unique composition of visual 

literature, either way an exceptional photographic vision.

What is meant by visual literacy? Verbal literacy describes the 

joy of photography. For visual literacy we immediately consider 

composition (the rule of thirds, the golden mean), and so much 

more: the line, curve, shape, depth, angle, color, sharpness, 

balance, harmony, movement, symbolism, and so forth to 

create our artistic observation.

“My photography, not related to my business, falls 

into two categories: artistic photography and 

photographic art. ”

The Cuban people told me, as I quickly learned when I first 

arrived, that you can spend a lot of time waiting: at the bank, 

the market, or for transportation. The positive spin was that this 

gave people an opportunity to socialize. I’m all for being 

positive, but felt more than anything that they were waiting for 

change. 

MyMy days in Cuba showed me its shortcomings and how people 

used their imagination and creativity to deal with the 

circumstances and work to overcome them. The ideology of 

scientific socialism, as Fidel Castro calls it, translates to mean 

living with shortages and a crumbling infrastructure. You can 

tell this system has taken a toll by holding back advances and 

dulling the senses to entrepreneurial practices; people 

nevertheless have leanevertheless have learned to make the most of it.

All this became clear early on in my trip when I went to 

photograph the Rolling Stones concert. Rock and roll had been 

banned from Cuba for over sixty years as “the devil’s music.” 

This concert was the first to allow one of the most iconic rock 

bands to perform, and did they ever put on a fantastic show. 

Mick Jagger strutted like a rooster throughout his entire 

performance, expressing words of friendship in Spanish 

betweenbetween songs, and Keith Richards couldn’t have carried a 

broader smile. They had expected hundreds of thousands of 

fans and the masses did show. Unfortunately, the government 

was in charge and didn’t prepare well. In my area, close and to 

the left of the stage, there were thousands of people and only 

two porta-potties. I felt terrible for the ladies, but this is what I 

mean about Cuban practices.  They’ve forgotten how to make 

thethe checklist of things to do when running a business: always 

put a bar of soap in the hotel bathroom, always shake out the 

table cloth for the next customer, and so forth; seemingly little 

things, but nevertheless important in running a business.  

Rolling Stones in Cuba
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how events might unfold, and timing were vital. This is not to 

say such skills are not important in the digital age, but that this 

age is more forgiving. It also allows more flexibility with a faster 

and a less conspicuous approach that should be put to good 

use alongside intuitive abilities that come from years of 

dedication and practice.    

PhotographyPhotography can be “art.”  With this in mind we have to come 

to some understanding of what we might consider art to be, or 

not to be - that is the question.  

InIn Ayn Rand’s book What is Art, nearly all writers who analyze 

the nature of photography concur with Rand in emphasizing 

the limitations of the photographer's role as compared to the 

painter's. Since photography is, as she stated, a "mechanical 

means of reproducing whatever is put in front of the camera," 

the photographer is constrained in both their choice of subject 

and their treatment of it. First, they can select their subject only 

frfrom the actual objects and events accessible to them, 

whereas a painter imaginatively "constructs" an image. [Susan] 

Sontag observes that a photographer merely "discloses" 

something that exists. This contrasts to a work of art, which is 

created by its maker "on a 'blank slate' bit by bit over time.” 

The photographic image is formed more or less instantaneous-

ly, by the action of light on a chemically sensitized surface. The 

photographer – unlike the composer, painter, sculptor, or poet 

– does not select and shape every minute detail of the work (p. 

182).

Ayn Rand, in addition to being a famous novelist, playwright 

and screenwriter, was also a philosopher. Her point of view, 

held by many, is that photography lacks the potential to ever be 

called “art” (at least as she defines it). I do understand her 

observation of most photographs taken, but she fails to leave 

room for the highly creative “artistic” contribution that can be 

made by the taker. I take my difference to her opinion one step 

furtherfurther by saying she and likeminded others simply lack an 

in-depth understanding of the potential and functions of the 

camera, optics, and lighting. In addition, the art of photography  

Working Class Hero in Cuba

One of my best examples of an “artistic” photograph is 

“Tango,” which was taken “off the hip” in an unplanned scene I 

just came upon in Buenos Aires. Seeing the dancers, their 

colorful backdrop, and striking shadows from a distance 

attracted me.

WhenWhen I came in close, this entire scene unfolded. The Tango is 

the dance of passion and love, then you observe the couple at 

the left: he with his lustful gaze for the female dancer, and she 

with the tearful expression of betrayal. Jagged shadows, 

contrary to the usual smooth lines that accompany symbols of 

love, add to the mood. This straight moment in time tells a 

complete visual story of a subject that impacts all our lives – 

lust,lust, betrayal and love.  I take great joy in this photograph. It’s 

easier to find visuals of human strife, struggle, destruction and 

violence, and rare to find and capture such a complete love 

story. 

The photographs I took in Cuba are varied, as they are 

wherever I go, and include record keeping photographs of 

locations, currencies, and other documentation, as well for 

other themes, such as textures, that I collect. In taking artistic 

decorative photographs I try to use all the applicable tools my 

visual literacy can muster. I depend on much of it coming 

instinctively from the years dedicated to perfecting my skills.  

TheThe advent of digital files over film has led me to modify my 

approach to artistic photography. Film and its chemical 

processing had its magic of anticipation on waiting for the 

results from lab work, and it had its expense. Both required me 

to try and make every shot count, especially when I was 

struggling to make a living. Knowing what to do, paying careful 

attention to details, having some ability to anticipate how

Tango
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shoulder, and began by firing one at low power in three 

successive bursts, giving me the underexposed images of her, 

and then I fired off a full exposure of my ghost. I think Ayn Rand 

can’t deny I did take a “blank slate” and, bit by bit, made 

photographic art. Other series of my photographic art include 

“Double Vision,” “Cabaret,” “Aliens,” “Fossils,” “Fragmented,” 

“Body Parts,” and “Aurora wEos.” The last two mentioned 

mostmost literarily explore the definition sometimes given as 

“painting with light.”

In all aspects of my photographic art I have a refined use of the 

nude. Only humans can be nude and that sets them apart from 

the rest of nature. One of the first pieces of art discovered over 

10,000 years ago is a nude, and it has a primary, archetypical, 

and deeply rooted place in Western art and culture. In Western 

philosophy, nudity represents essence and ultimately, truth. In 

my work, my female human form can be as naked as the viewer 

wantswants to see her, but for her to represent humanity I cannot 

disguise her in clothing. Besides, it would be shortsighted to 

only see the aesthetics of the nude and miss my love of 

photography as expressed in my art. 

An artist will explore different themes or styles in their body of 

work, such as when Picasso left the Blue Period for the Rose 

and eventually explored Cubism. In other words, their body of 

work will comprise a series of paintings, sculptures, graphics, 

pieces of music, or other forms of art. I always suggest when 

looking at any series of mine to see them in the same way we 

hear a collection of songs, from which you will choose, pick, 

andand want to own those most expressive and meaningful to you, 

and hopefully enjoy the rest. 

I started college studying chemical engineering for three years, 

where the emphasis is on math and science. It got me a job in 

the Air Force that kept me safe while serving in the Vietnam 

War, and I also see it as a boon to my career. After all, 

photography is a product of the Industrial Revolution. I believe 

more than in most other art forms, it is a complete left and right 

brain exercise: a blending of science and art. This is even more 

appaapparent in photography in the new digital era where the 

science is delivered and applied in post-production, through 

pre-engineered algorithmic software, and is a newer art form.

As a lover of photography and all arts, I find it important and 

fascinating to consider art’s future. The birth of new art forms is 

part of the process known as “creative destruction.”  In this 

case, the digital era is overshadowing photography, but gives 

“In my work, my female human form can be as naked as 

the viewer wants to see her, but for her to represent 

humanity I cannot disguise her in clothing.”

has its own prerequisite planning and logistical considerations, 

which are meticulous and at times painstaking, used to 

creatively construct and stage an imagined pre-visualized 

photograph. I am not a novelist, and Ayn is not a photographer.

Let me present “Ghost of Chilmark Woods,” part of my Illusion 

of Martha’s Vineyard series accepted by the world renowned 

Victoria & Albert Museum in London, England.

II begin every one of my photographic art pieces as a blank 

canvas, or in the language of photography, a sheet of film or a 

file. All photographs in the James Schot Gallery section of my 

website are created on a single sheet or file. Yes, there is 

cropping, dogging and burning, but the essence is a 

photograph that  was created up to the point of pressing the 

shutter button, incorporating my best planning and techniques 

with the camera, optics, and lighting.with the camera, optics, and lighting.

In brief, creating the “Ghost” photograph required two 

exposures on one piece of film. With the (4/5) camera in a fixed 

position, the first exposure was taken in the day to capture the 

eerie fall foliage, along with the misty effect from the dry ice. 

The second exposure was taken after dark. I placed a section 

of dry dock on two saw horses, draped that in black, and my 

muse, Ann, nude except for her veil of toile, walked on it as if 

onon air. To create the ghosting effect I had a strobe on each 

Ghost of Chilmark Woods 
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We are not so advanced yet. We have photographs taken with 

a camera and a new medium for images. There are always 

discussions about the arts among artists. You will not read 

anything about them in magazines dedicated to selling 

products. Giving computer generated arts their own identity 

will benefit all artists, provide clarity for the viewer and 

collector, and end confusion over the true medium displayed; 

afterafter all, the most important thing we attribute to art is “truth.” 

My experimental camera artwork can be considered a bridge 

to this new digital art form, but my photographs are – to me – 

more delightfully less than perfect and more organic. 

One last important element of the creative process in all artistic 

endeavors that should never be overlooked is some form of 

divine intervention that can take place or lend a hand. I’ve been 

a photographer for long time and believe at times, possibly as 

reward for my dedication and determination, my creative 

endeavors are advanced by mystical interventions. 

ItIt’s certainly some kind of blessing. When visiting Cuba, it 

came in the way of sunny weather throughout my trip. People 

ask “isn’t it easier to shoot when it’s overcast?” Yes, but 

sunshine makes everything sparkle and come alive!  Of course, 

there are exceptions and when it rains I must rely on my visual 

literacy to take advantage of it. Wherever my travels take me I 

enjoy getting involved with people, especially visually. So it’s 

nicenice to stay clean and be safe, but I have no interest in 5-star 

experiences or tourist tours. I am somewhat like Cuba: never 

on time. My movements are random; my eyes set the schedule. 

It doesn’t matter that I’m unable to speak the language of most 

countries I visit. I am a visual communicator and I use my visual 

literacy, my innate ability, and my long devotion to my 

profession to tell stories through my photography. 

Ballerinas on Paseo De Marti

us a new art form I call “compography.”  A generally accepted 

name has not been settled on, and neither has it been given its 

own identity. Doing so would rightfully serve and be beneficial 

to both photographers and artists embracing this new medium. 

In a recent e-mail I received from a photographer transitioning 

to this new medium, he states, and I quote, “Always seeking 

new ways to look at familiar things, I began shooting fireworks 

asas abstracts in Asheville, NC in 2013. See the results of the 

experiment...”  This experiment is fulfilled through computer 

software. It doesn’t make a new or better photograph, but a 

compograph that, like all art forms in the right hands, allows the 

creation of exceptional art.

To add clarity, we can look at similar changes in sculpture. New 

technology today enables the 3D printing of sculpture. No more 

tactile sensory experience is required; no more raw stone, 

hammer, and chisel. Is the printer still to be called a sculptor or 

the designer? Is a 3D printed David the same as one sculpted 

by Michelangelo? Is a computer produced image, or photo 

realistic painting a photograph? No. It appears the future of art 

isis an accelerating collaboration between art and science, with 

the artist providing the design and the engineer the means to 

produce it, and in this way both contribute to its creation. This 

progressively automated new art will also make sculpture and 

any similarly produced art reproducible and easily alterable (a 

potential problem for authenticity and authorship). Thinking 

about art’s celestial future, I wonder and ask do you see any art 

on the Starship Enterprise?on the Starship Enterprise?

  

Brown Room
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Peek a Boo 
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The first day was a very long day. It was hot and uncomfortable. 

I needed a bank and a had terrible time finding one to do what I 

needed. People pointed me every which way, lines were 

unavoidable, and my photography was not in sync, but I 

remembered what Mark Twain said: “It’s mind over matter, if you 

don’t mind it does not matter.” I hung in there and by the 

second day things were much improved. During my stay I was 

ableable to see the Stones, the famous Tropicana show (which 

seems to be the most organized performance, but one most 

Cubans can’t afford to see), Havana, and the tobacco and 

sugar plantation areas in west and central Cuba, including 

Trinidad, its oldest city. I did it, all on my time. And, finally, a 

plane did arrive to take me back home..
You can visit www.jamesschotgallerystudio.com to learn more 

about James Schot Photography, The Ghost Photo (the 

Illusions include 35 photographs and took nine years to 

complete), and other bodies of photographic art, such as 

“Double Vision,” “Fossils”, “Aliens,” “Aurora wEos,” “Body 

Parts”,“ Fragmented.” To read more about “Tango”, “Ghost 

Story”, and others go to the blog.

Cabaret Tails

I travel light in terms of equipment.  The right equipment is 

important, but how it’s used is the key to getting the desired 

results. One thing people have told me at the many events I’ve 

photographed is that they never knew I was there. My 

approach is always to be un-obtrusive, avoid attracting 

attention, and keep moving. In Cuba I added to it by using high 

quality small fixed lens equipment. This gives me the best 

opportunityopportunity to capture people by having their activities and 

expressions unfold in a natural way.  It also helps avoid 

potential problems when photographing in risky areas. It’s 

completely different from my studio work and photographic 

artwork, but just the same, in the end, the most important 

possessions I have are the photographs taken. It’s what I do on 

my time.

I love taking on photographic assignments and making 

photographic art, but it is teaching and mentoring aspiring 

photographers that brought me to Cuba. Among this group I 

mentor Carlos, a recently retired Boeing 777 Captain with a 

great passion for photography. He was after me to do a 

photographic safari together, and since Cuba’s been on the 

radar recently, I told him “let’s go there before it gets overrun 

withwith golden arches.” That was the plan, but as 2016 came 

around I ended up making the trip solo. Leaving around my 

birthday in early March was my idea of a good present, until I 

heard the Rolling Stones were planning their historic concert on 

the 25th of that month. 

It was hit or miss. I wasn’t exactly clear on what the 

government policies were for the US or Cuba, and in part I left 

it to my usual good fortune that things would work out. I did 

have some difficulty booking my air travel and was unable to 

find hotel accommodations, but with a little help from my 

friends I arrived on the 23rd of March to start a ten day visit. I 

stayed exclusively in bed and breakfasts throughout, and they 

wewere fine.

   

County Fair 
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Artists are people who are engaged in creating, practicing and 
demonstrating an art. They ingeniously express themselves. 

Have you ever wondered what influences an artist? Or 

wondered what their work space looks like? Or what music they 

listen to while creating their work? Well wonder no more!

 

WithinWithin this section, we are proud to draw your attention to 

these contemporary artists that have gained importance in the 

art world. They’re considered to be amongst the best, most 

talented and creative people making art today. Read all about 

what makes these inspiring people just so fascinating and how 

their artworks offer different inner and hidden meanings.

Top artists to watch

Artists’
Profiles



Max Werner, Desert Police Station



Avroch went on to receive a degree in textile design from the 

Fashion Institute of Technology in New York City and became a 

prominent art director in New York City’s fashion industry. She 

produced licensed print collections for the Walt Disney Co., 

Warner Bros., United Media, and Nickelodeon, which were 

found in major department stores and specialty shops across 

the country. When Avroch left the fashion industry to care for 

herher special needs son, she knew she needed to find another 

way to create. Utilizing her original artwork, she designed fine 

art lighting and coordinated decoupage tabletop accessories 

and was commissioned to create collections for the Chicago 

and Longwood Botanical Gardens, The Newseum in 

Washington, DC, 13 aquariums in the United States, and a 

holiday program for Saks 5th Avenue. 

In the last few years, Avroch has gone back to her artistic roots 

of painting. She begins each piece from the inside out by taking 

a feeling toward someone or something in her life and 

transferring it to the canvas. From her abstract pieces to her 

landscape pieces, she uses her colors as her words. “The 

layers upon layers build paragraphs that tell a story,” she said.  

“When people see my work, I’d like them to identify with my 

happinesshappiness and my conflicts and remember that 

communication, whether in words or art, is precious.”.

Underwater, 30” x 48”, silver metal leaf and acrylic on canvas

Cindy Avroch decided to follow in her mother’s artistic footsteps. 
When other little girls were carrying around Barbies or stuffed 

animals, Avroch could be seen holding a sketchbook, pencils, and 

an eraser. Though her first love was painting, she also excelled as 

a dancer, and it eventually became evident that she could have a 

successful career in either. “There came a time I had to decide 

whether to become a professional dancer or an artist,” she said. “I 

realizedrealized I could probably dance until the age of 30, but I knew I 

could paint and sculpt forever. I chose art.”

Ocean Bricks, 48” x 36”, silver metal leaf and acrylic on canvas

CINDY AVROCH

“I know a piece is done when what’s inside of me is 
in front of me.”

www.cindyavrochfineart.com | cindy@cindyavrochfineart.com 
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Cindy Avroch, Beach Glass, 48” x 30”, silver metal leaf and acrylic on canvas
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When creating, Bartsch-Bailley is most inspired by the human 

being. “I love the interactions we have with one another, how 

our minds work, and all of the disgusting things that we 

do–both physically and mentally.” One of her long term goals is 

to receive a master’s degree in art therapy and use her artistic 

skill and empathy to help others turn their pain into beauty. “I 

often say that Frida Kahlo is my spirit guide. I chose her 

specificallyspecifically because although she had such a harsh 

upbringing, she was able to use it creatively instead of just 

wallowing in her suffering,” she said. “I feel that I use my 

experiences in the same way. As humans we can repurpose 

our pain in a way that enhances the rawness of what real art is: 

drama.”.

Untitled, 32” x 32”, mixed media on fabric

Painter Chalice Bartsch-Bailley takes a great deal of pride in 
craftsmanship. While it seems as if a majority of artists still 

purchase premade canvases, she fashions her own, a 

technique she learned while attending the Savannah College of 

Art and Design. “I personally enjoy the woodshop appeal while 

creating a painting. With this technique I feel more confident in 

selling my work, knowing that I literally put my all into every 

aspectaspect .” The next step in her process depends on two things: 

what materials are available and what sparked her initial 

inspiration. “If I have the inspiration, supplies, and time to 

create, I dive right in,” she said, adding that she has sometimes 

been categorized as a destructionist artist. “Instead of sitting in 

front of a canvas for hours in deep contemplation, I am an 

impulsive creator. I rarely think for longer than an hour on one 

piece.piece. Sometimes the piece is never done; sometimes it’s an 

epic failure. Sometimes it’s perfect.” She describes her current 

process as “experimental and science-based.” “I work in alla 

prima with enamel and hot or cold water mixed with acrylic 

paint. The chemical reaction that occurs when you mix hot or 

cold water with acrylic paint is fascinating.”

Gormandize, 60” x 70” (triptych), mixed media on canvas

CHALICE BARTSCH-BAILLEY

“I want a buyer to invest in my work because we 
share some sort of connection through my art.”

www.chalicebartsch-bailley.com | chalicebartschbailley@gmail.com
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Chalice Bartsch-Bailley, Untitled, 36” x 32”, mixed media on canvas
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“As I apply my gel mediums, I become tranquil in my world, 

and my faces start to evolve through the use of my palette 

knife,” she said. “Pouring the paints enhances more 

uncovered feelings and emotions, and the application of 

gold leaf completes the process as my faces become 

illuminated.” Bellino said the faces of her Buddhas reflect 

pieces of her life’s journey and emotional metamorphosis. 

“One“One of my dreams is to be able to share my peace and 

contentment with others when they display my artwork in 

their home,” she said. “Working in a grand scale allows me 

to create features in my paintings that portray the essence 

of serenity and peace.” 

Bellino was born in Lima, Peru, and raised in New York, 

where she’s lived almost her whole life. In her pieces, she 

blends her Peruvian heritage with her New York identity to 

showcase where she has come and where she is now. “My 

goal is to visit many South American countries where I can 

draw new inspirations for my next series of paintings,” she 

said. “I am open to learning more about my life’s meaning 

ththrough exploring these places and expressing my feelings 

through art.”.

Essence of Beauty, 30” x 40”, mixed media sculpted on canvas

Amanda Bellino began her artistic career in interior design. 
While studying architecture at Parsons School of Design, she 

realized her talents and interest were more geared toward 

creating interior spaces that reflected harmony, identity, and 

Feng Shui. Her love of textiles naturally led her to creating 

faux finishes for the home. Two years after starting her own 

faux finishing company, Bellino got into a car accident that 

almostalmost left her permanently disabled. In order to relieve the 

stress on both her body and her mind, she took a break from 

her design work and began painting in oils and acrylics. Her 

art eventually evolved further to incorporate the textures of 

sand, mortar and gels, which created multidimensional 

sculpture effects. The very act of creating these pieces 

became therapeutic to Bellino.

Figment #17, 12” x 12”, mixed media sculpted on canvas

AMANDA BELLINO

“My artistic world is one where sculpture meets 
painting - it projects peace and serenity.”

www.sculpturaleuphoriagallery.com | amandabellinostudio@gmail.com
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Amanda Bellino, Illuminating Spirit of Life, 36” x 60”, mixed media sculpted on canvas
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As an artist, Benedict describes himself as being both 

contemplative and manic. “I can spend days and weeks 

thinking about creative possibilities, mulling over sketches and 

thinking philosophically,” he said. “And then, just like that, I can 

get into the studio and work for days on several projects at 

once until they are all completed.” All of his creations are born 

of his imagination. After a quick sketch, Benedict will continue 

hishis work with the clay until his unique idea becomes a reality. “I 

like to take chances, to stick my neck out. It’s too easy in this 

post- modern era to settle for pastiche, to appropriate ideas 

until everything looks alike.”.

Standing Sentinal, 22” x 36”, ceramic

Ceramic artist Ralph Benedict focuses on interpreting conflict 
through clay. “I am inspired most by chaos, tragedy, entropy 

and anything that throws a wrench in the illusion of an ordered 

state of existence,” he said. When creating, Benedict uses 

color, texture, and form to produce disparate features that 

emphasize the inherent violence in the struggle between 

opposites,  which creates an unsettling beauty for the viewer. 

BenedictBenedict always gravitated toward art, but it wasn’t until his 

first year of college that he decided to dedicate his life to it. He 

received a bachelor’s degree in fine art from the University of 

Wisconsin and went on to receive a master’s degree from Boise 

State University. After graduating, he spent many years of his 

career living in and learning from the western United States’ 

rugged landscape of mountains and desert. The formative time 

hehe spent in Nevada and Idaho continues to play a prominent 

role in developing his personal brand and aesthetic, as the 

earthy colors and tones often featured in his pieces mirror 

those of the The West. Though he’s always worked in 

abstraction, Benedict now finds himself adding mixed media 

pieces into his clay, giving his work variety and furthering his 

depiction of moments between order and chaos.

Fractured Sunrise, 27” x 40”, ceramic and mixed media

RALPH BENEDICT

“I want my work to illicit a reaction, whether it be 
positive or negative”

www.ralphbenedictceramicdesign.com | ralphbenedictceramicdesign@gmail.com 
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Ralph Benedict, Breaking Through Space and Time, 27” x 30”, ceramic
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In 2008, she participated in a juried show that asked for pieces 

portraying gluttony. “This challenged me to ultimately explore 

my pop figures through a new medium: candy wrappers,” she 

said. “Ever since this show, razor blades have been my brushes 

and candy wrappers have been my paint.” Benjamin 

manipulates the wrappers to give color, form, movement, and 

whimsy to her subjects, creating both a carnal delight and an 

excitingexciting visual effect. “My work is inspired by the sensual 

delight of sweets. The wrappers serve as the colors of the 

pieces, and the candy names printed on the wrappers 

comment on the subject they are portraying,” she said. “The 

result that I aim for is a nuanced iconography that is visually 

energizing, provocative and humorous.” The focus of her art 

has always been on the commonplace and visual familiarity of 

herher subjects. Recent works have included Donald Trump, 

Michael Jackson, and Miss Piggy. In addition to resonating 

with her viewer through humor and the use of color and rhythm, 

Benjamin aims to evoke deep-rooted, visceral memories 

stimulated by the candy logos..

Mick, 24" x 24", candy wrapper collage

Laura Benjamin’s unique art is the product of 50 years of 
doing, teaching, and learning. Throughout her career, the 

mixed media artist and middle school art teacher has studied 

multiple artistic disciplines. These  include painting, textile 

design, and computer graphics, which have all helped her to 

form a style that is enjoyed by a wide variety of viewers.

InIn the 1990s, when technology was on the rise, she began 

incorporating computer graphics into her curriculum. The 

decision to keep up with the times had a profound influence on 

the development of her signature pop style. “The part of me 

that is the digital artist became very inspired by the use of the 

computer as a tool with which I could manipulate my subject 

and its color energy,” she said. “The fine artist in me was then 

ableable to incorporate these concepts into a new image on my 

canvas.” Benjamin began to include torn pieces of digital 

printouts of the subject of her painting into each piece. 

Off The Hook, 24" x 24", candy wrapper collage

LAURA BENJAMIN

“A work of art should arouse one’s senses on a 
multitude of levels.”

www.laurabenjaminart.com | laurasart@aol.com
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Laura Benjamin, Marilyn, 20" x 20", candy wrapper collage
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shows his art in a couple of galleries in his Rochester, NY, 

home, he mostly markets his work on social media. By using 

Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram, he is able to easily connect 

with likeminded followers from all over the world who 

appreciate and want to buy his art. “I'm up to over 100k 

followers and feel extremely blessed. It really helps inspire me 

and keep me motivated each day.” Bulriss uses the money 

frfrom his sales to continue his search for the most unique and 

beautiful Buddhas in the world..

Buried Buddha, photography

Fine art photographer, Josh Bulriss, has spent over two and a 
half years capturing the sights of Asia. For his most recent 

series, “Buddha Project,” he spent three months in search of 

uniquely beautiful representations of Buddha for a fine art book 

on his Buddhism-focused travels. His 5,275-mile quest 

brought him to 42 cities and 19 caves, and he shot more than 

16,000 images related to the religion. Few photographers focus 

onon Buddhism by capturing Buddha statues as an art form, 

which is why Bulriss thinks this project is so important. “I based 

the entire trip on finding statues that really stood out to me, 

looking for the right colors or textures or decay.” One of his 

images taken in Asia was chosen for the cover of 

BuddhaDharma magazine.

Bulriss first experienced the power of his photography when he 

returned home from a trip to Hawaii with pictures from his point 

and shoot camera. “My friends and family all said the same 

thing: ‘Your pictures look like post cards,’ ” he said. “It was then 

I realized I had a natural eye for photography and just needed 

to learn more about everything else that goes into taking a 

good photo.” Over the years he has perfected his technique 

andand continues to hone his photography skills in relation to the 

world he chooses to experience through his travels. While he 

Enlightened One, photography

JOSH BULRISS

“I am a passionate dreamer. My goal is to capture 
timeless moments that bring me peace.”

www.joshbulriss.com | joshbulrissgallery@gmail.com
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Josh Bulriss, Buddha Hand, photography
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The need to create is in Alfaro Carozzi’s blood. Born in and 

raised in Lima, Peru, Alfaro Carozzi is the daughter of a poet 

and the granddaughter of an art collector and pianist. When 

she was younger, her mother taught her how to recite poetry. 

“To recite you need to visualize the images of the poem,” she 

said. “You need to understand the feeling of each character 

and the emotion the poem carries.  You need to work with your 

voicevoice to deliver the message or narrative.  You need to live the 

poem.  I integrate all of this into my painting.”

Alfaro Carozzi has been painting since 1996. Her first painting 

was done at Teachers College, Columbia University, and her 

professor selected the painting for a graduate-level exhibition, 

encouraging her to continue painting. Though she’s dabbled in 

many styles of painting throughout the years, Alfaro Carozzi 

has come full circle by returning to the same style she began 

with in her first painting. The one thing that hasn’t changed 

ththroughout the years, however, is the figurative, storytelling 

element she brings to her art. When her teacher chose her 

painting for the exhibition 20 years ago, Alfaro Carozzi was 

asked to give a presentation on her painting, “La Casa de mi 

Tio,” and the message it carried. While talking to the audience, 

she realized the importance of depicting a complex scene in 

her art, and since then, she’s told a story in every single one of 

her paintings.her paintings..

The Dinner-NYC, 30” x 48”, oil on canvas

Each of Rosa Alfaro Carozzi’s paintings tells a story, and she 
realizes that story may be a different one for each individual 

viewer. When creating, she tries to look at her painting from 

different points of view so that through her art, she can 

encourage her viewers to come up with their own 

interpretations of her paintings based on their unique 

experiences. “I am very interested in psychology, and I look at 

thethe scene from an analytical and psychological point of view,” 

she said. “And in my mind there is more than one story in 

everything we do in life.”

Georgina Carozzi, 24” x 18”, oil on canvas

ROSA ALFARO CAROZZI

“In my pieces I combine visual images with storytelling 
to ignite the imaginations of my viewers.”

www.alfarocarozzi.com | Fortunella226@gmail.com
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Rosa Alfaro Carozzi, The Metropolitan Gala, 30” x 30”, oil on canvas
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Di Martino received a bachelor’s degree in fine art from Western 

Kentucky University and went on to graduate with a master’s 

degree in printmaking, painting, and drawing at the Pratt 

Institute in Brooklyn, New York in 1972. “When I first introduced 

the automotive subject into my painting in the late 1980s, I 

depicted historic racing scenes, but in time, I decided to use 

elements of the vintage automobile, which were more 

simplisticsimplistic and selective,” he said. “I interpret the automobile as 

a still life. This is where I am now. I haven’t yet exhausted this 

theme, so I will continue until my next surprise.”

Di Martino has been selected as the feature artist as well as an 

exhibiting artist in numerous Concours d'Elegance, prestigious 

shows featuring classic cars.  His work has also been featured 

in publications both here and abroad..

A Youthful Welcome to a Local Hero, 48" x 52", oil on canvas

Frank Di Martino was born with the automobile in his blood. 
“My father was a mechanic who specialized in foreign cars,” Di 

Martino said. “I would assist him in his shop, which led to my 

developing an interest and understanding in that part of his 

daily life.” But cars were a part of his daily life, too, and he was 

fascinated by the auto races that took place on the narrow 

streets of his hometown in Sicily. Creating was also inherent for 

him,him, as his mother was an artist. From a very early age, he 

realized he had a predisposition toward art and continued to 

nurture his raw talents through adulthood. “I like to think that, 

in my artwork, I am carrying forward the special interests and 

talents of both my parents.”

Unlike most racecar enthusiasts, Di Martino focuses his 

fascination on the automobile’s beauty rather than its 

performance. With oil paints as his preferred medium of 

expression, Di Martino brings depth and softness to the 

automobile, while creating the structure and form of each car’s 

linear shapes and curves. 

Alfa Pit Stop, 38" x 36", watercolor on arches

FRANK DI MARTINO

“Those who gravitate to my work share my vision of the 
automobile as an aesthetic work of art in and of itself.”

www.frankdimartino.com | artist.frank.dimartino@gmail.com
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Frank Di Martino, Le Gemelle, 44" x 42", oil on linen canvas
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A lover of all forms of expression, Franklin focused on 

languages and literature when it came to her college education 

and studied at universities in Madrid, Nice, and Bologna. Her 

busy career as a teacher of Romance Languages in New York 

kept her away from her love of creating her own art, however, 

she made sure to incorporate elements of art and culture in her 

lessons. During her teaching sabbaticals, she capitalized on 

herher free time and took stained glass, watercolor, and pottery 

classes at various New York City colleges, the Brooklyn 

Botanical Garden, and private studios. Since retiring and 

moving to Long Island, her work has been bought by many 

local, interstate, and international patrons, and has also been 

selected in many juried shows.

Franklin is a very eclectic painter whose artistic expression is 

depicted in different ways. “Because of my innate curiosity and 

desire to experiment and try new things, I cannot be limited to 

one form of expression or one medium,” she said. She 

considers herself to be a visceral painter and always feels the 

need to express her emotions in visual form. Franklin is equally 

confident in both her representational and abstract painting 

abilities,abilities, and both forms have been seen all over Long Island, 

Brooklyn, Manhattan, and Naples, Florida..

Autumn in Napegue, 20" x 24", pastel

Born and raised in Italy, Anna Franklin was taught as a child to 
have a respect for all art and an appreciation for its evolution 

over time. “My native country bears witness to so much art and 

offers permanent examples of any and all of them,” she said. “I 

cherish this heritage that has inspired me to engage actively in 

painting.” While her past allowed her to explore art by creating 

it herself, it is mainly her present that shows up in her most 

recentrecent paintings. Since residing permanently on Long Island’s 

East End, Franklin has been most inspired to paint by the 

beauty surrounding her in both the natural and the man-made.

Red Burst, 25" x 20”, acrylic on canvas

ANNA FRANKLIN

“I am passionate about painting, and executing what 
moves me may take many forms.”

www.aaeh.org/anna-g-franklin | annagfranklin@hotmail.com
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Anna Franklin, A Place in the Sun, 24" x 24", acrylic on canvas
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commercial work. It made me popular with clients, but inside I 

was feeling a bit frustrated by the restrictions of the 

assignments." Galleani still takes photographs, however, her 

use of those images has changed. 

WhenWhen creating, she uses her own photographs along with 

found images to make a digital photo-montage she calls the 

"master image," which she prints on various materials 

including parchment and silk. She subsequently deconstructs 

the image by tearing or cutting the prints, and reconstructs it by 

collaging pieces of the prints onto a wood panel, finishing up 

the work with bold paint strokes and drips. "What is interesting 

aboutabout this process is that it adds a true organic quality to the 

digital art. It's also very unpredictable, so even when I use the 

same images, I never get the same results.".

Pain Killer, 36” x 36", mixed media on wood 

With an array of tools and a mind for assembling diverse 

media, Anyes Galleani uses her fashion photography expertise 

and her drive to create meaningful art to portray timely issues 

and trends through colorful themes from popular media and 

urban landscapes. "My work mirrors our current pop culture," 

she said. "It includes controversial elements such as cigarettes 

and guns; the contrast between good and bad, young and old, 

modemodern and decayed; and it takes an honest look at our 

society." Born and raised in Italy, Galleani moved to the United 

States in the ‘80s for college. "My world perspective is quite 

broad, and I believe that is reflected in my art."

In 2011, after a successful 25-year career in the commercial 

fashion industry, Galleani took a leap of faith and began 

creating for herself. "I experimented with my art in between 

photography jobs and often incorporated the results into my

Judgement, 36” x 36", mixed media on wood 

ANYES GALLEANI

“My art explores current social issues through a 
combination of pop culture elements and urban images.”

www.galleani-art.com | anyes@galleani.com
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Anyes Galleani, The Rebel, 36” x 36", mixed media on wood
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Giguère’s unique three-dimensional art is a direct result of her fine 

art and fashion design backgrounds colliding. At the beginning of 

her artistic journey, she painted with oils and used a spatula to 

create relief and depth in her works, but she was never satisfied 

with the amount of volume it produced. After experimenting with 

different techniques, she realized exactly what her art needed. 

“Probably inspired by my long career as fashion designer, I realized 

oneone day that I might fold and manipulate the canvas fabric itself,” 

she said. “It took me many months to develop the draping 

technique and find out how to make the folds stronger and more 

durable.” Giguère begins her process by painting lines of color on 

a loose sheet of canvas. She then folds the canvas on top of itself 

to create pleats of color and movement. When she is satisfied with 

the sculpting, she fashions it to a wooden frame and adds the final 

touches to complete the piece.touches to complete the piece.

Always relying upon her gut instincts, Giguère aims to capture 

the emotions she has when creating by transmitting those 

feelings onto her canvas and giving her audience a glimpse into 

her mind. When it comes to choosing colors, Giguère is 

inspired by the color trends in home fashion and architecture, 

as they would translate well with potential clients’ home décor. 

“I think it’s really important for contemporary artists to always 

keep in touch with keep in touch with recent color trends.”.

You and Me, 36" x 48", mixed media 

It might be difficult to imagine that Mélanie Giguère’s bright, 
vibrant style used to reflect a sense of dreary melancholia. The 

artistic process in which she now uses bold paint and canvas 

manipulation to breathe life into her works once contained only 

three colors: white, black or deep navy, and sometimes with a 

subtitle color accent. Over time, Giguère reversed the 

portioning of her hues and now fills up more space with bright 

colors,colors, while adding a smaller amount of neutral, 

monochromatic tones for a stark contrast between the figural 

and the abstract.

No Limit, 48" x 36", mixed media 

MÉLANIE GIGUÈRE

“I’m always searching to experience a unique 
moment and transform the feeling into art.”

www.melaniegiguere.ca | melanie@giguere.ca
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Mélanie Giguère, A New Day, 36" x 36", mixed media 
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It can be carved into like clay, and scraped into to look like a 

distressed wall or aged object. The wax can be blown with a 

heat gun to look like a moving stream or to just create wanted 

drips. The techniques and possibilities are limitless and I try to 

incorporate and discover as many as I can.”

WhenWhen creating, Gordon is prolific and paints about 30 hours a 

week. “I am an intuitive artist who goes into a zone while 

creating, never planning ahead what the outcome will be. I rely 

on my extensive art education and my experiences in life to 

guide me.” Gordon said she never has preconceptions when 

starting, and begins by moving the colors, shapes, and 

textures around to see what develops. Once she likes what she 

sees,sees, she becomes more controlled and pulls the painting 

together. Color, she says, is the only element she determines 

before going into a painting, as working with color is 

intrinsically part of her..

Strummin' Along, 36" x 36", encaustic wax, oil pigment, ink and pan pastels

After working in her garage on a 2,000 pound etching press for 
16 years, Caryl Gordon knew it was time to try something 

different. With a bachelor’s degree in fine art and a background 

in painting and photography, she was looking for a new and 

exciting challenge. When she found herself thinking about 

making an artistic genre change, she remembered loving the 

encaustic paintings she saw in a Santa Fe museum and 

realizedrealized she didn’t know anything about the medium. “I 

Googled the word ‘encaustic’ and fortuitously found a place 

called The Encaustic Center in the very next town to where I 

lived,” she said. “After taking many intensive workshops there, 

I fell passionately in love with painting with hot wax and haven’t 

touched my printing press since.”

The self-described “wildly inventive, abstract imaginary-landscape 

artist” plays by her own rules and is constantly discovering new 

ways to manipulate wax. “It can be applied as thin as watercolor 

paint and as thick as concrete.  

Global Movement, 30" x 30", encaustic wax, oil pigment, ink and pan pastels 

CARYL GORDON

“Color spills out of my subconscious and just 
happens. It is my greatest strength.”

www.carylgordon.com | carylgordonartist@hotmail.com
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Caryl Gordon, In the Beginning, 30" x 30", encaustic wax, oil pigment, ink and pan pastels
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use fast-drying acrylic paints. For extra bright colors that dry 

quickly, I use Indian Inks. If I am trying to capture just form and 

shadows, I use graphite. Sometimes, multiple forms of media 

are needed to complete a project to capture a subject.”

OneOne of Greiner’s goals as an artist is to educate her viewers, 

and she has become very good at achieving it. “I take 

advantage of the opportunity without the viewer knowing they 

are being educated,” she said. “It can be in a drawing method 

used by the Masters, like a metal point drawings, which many 

people have never seen. Also, through research, I place my 

subjects in their proper settings as in real life. For example, in 

mymy “Lorikeet Parrots and Eucalyptus” oil painting, I place the 

Australian parrots in the eucalyptus trees where they actually 

live.”  

Greiner also places an importance on capturing what can be 

seen even if it is not reality, such as the suggestion of 

movement of a still object. “Exaggerated or enhanced color is 

another way to make the subject stand out because it draws 

the viewer’s interest. I do this by changing the actual color to 

another hue to add accent.”.

Poppies, 18" x 24", oil on board

Martha Rose Greiner captures little nuances seen in 
day-to-day life by using multiple mediums to expose the 

beauty of any given moment. “In the blink of an eye we see the 

world around us, and most often, we only see to gather 

information to carry on our daily lives,” she said. “As an artist, I 

try to capture those moments when we blink, but don’t really 

notice the minute beauty around us.” When creating, Greiner 

first determines which medium and materials afirst determines which medium and materials are best for each 

project. “When I wish to capture strong detailed lines, I use 

colored pencil. When I want to capture color and form by 

blending, I use oil paints. If I need to finish a project quickly, I 

Out of the Darkness and Into the Light, 24" x 18", oil on board 

MARTHA ROSE GREINER

“My work is very colorful and detailed to show the 
subjects we miss when blinking.”

www.martharosegreinerartist.com | cardots999@aol.com
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Martha Rose Greiner, Big Red, 40" x 30", oil on canvas
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traditional photography background, she is used to seeking out 

subjects and creating art on the spot. “Now, my art is 

happening in my head before it ever makes it onto the paper. I 

have started writing and thinking and researching my ideas. I’m 

looking to find clarity about the message I want to convey and 

then think about the best imagery and methodology with which 

to create it.” After completing an image, she prints it onto 

dye-infuseddye-infused aluminum, which adds a dream-like effect 

produced by the luminescent quality of the material itself. 

Hanan has additional, esoteric ideas for a new series, and she 

said she’s looking forward to producing more mindfully creative 

art rather than capturing existing scenes. “The images are 

springing from my imagination as opposed to recording what is 

actually present in the world,” she said. “It has become both an 

intellectual and an intuitive process.”.

Synergy, photograph on dye-infused aluminumEntwined, photograph on dye-infused aluminum

Artist Shelly Hanan has recently taken her photographic 
expression in a surrealist direction. In her Symbiosis series, 

Hanan combines artistic elements with actual photographs in a 

completely new, innovative way. “I wanted to create a visual 

metaphor for my belief that all life is entwined and connected,” 

she said. By combining her own photographs of jellies with 

images from the Hubble telescope, Hanan creates a metaphor 

forfor her quintessential vision for humanity. “The images are a 

visually poetic symbol of a world where we can exist in 

cooperation and harmony,” she said. “They imagine dancing in 

the rhythm of the universe, symbiotically entwined.”

When Hanan was first exposed to the works of famous 

Surrealists, she felt something click in her mind. “I knew I had 

to find a way to visually communicate some of their inherent 

philosophies: elements of surprise, unexpected juxtapositions, 

and non sequiturs,” she said. Because Hanan comes from a 

SHELLY HANAN

“I’m exploring concepts common to humanity in ways that 
are visually beautiful and thought provoking.”

www.shellhananphoto.com | shellhananphoto@gmail.com
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Shelly Hanan, Communion, photograph on dye-infused aluminum
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The North Carolina-based artist’s work can be found in 

galleries in North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, 

Tennessee, Virginia, and North Dakota. His work has also been 

featured in several magazines, and his paintings appear in the 

newly constructed Raleigh Convention Center. Harris is also a 

sculptor and has completed many personal and corporate 

commissions. While continuing to refine his craft, Harris hopes 

toto continue growing his business as well. “I’ve always viewed 

myself as a business person as much as an artist,” he said. 

“I’ve always treated art as a job, not just a hobby, even when I 

wasn’t working full-time in art.” In the future, Harris would like 

to work with non-profit organizations in a way that showcases 

how art can help strengthen local communities while he 

continues to encourage young artists and entrepreneurs along 

the wathe way. .

Perfect Afternoon, 48” x 48”, oil on etched aluminum

Because of the way light reflects on his aluminum art, painter 
Scott Harris’ works visually change throughout the day. “The 

best compliment I have received is that buying one of my 

pieces is like owning a hundred different paintings,” he said. 

With the use of the contemporary medium of metal in 

conjunction with traditional imagery, his unique work appeals 

to art collectors with tastes that range across the board. “I 

enjoyenjoy creating imagery that exhibits the contrast between a 

warm, organic image on a cold, industrial surface,” he said.

Though he’s always enjoyed creating art, Harris originally 

planned to go to college for architecture or engineering. 

“Almost by chance, I ended up at a school known for the arts,” 

he said. “And I’m so very thankful I did.” While attending 

Brevard College in the mountains of North Carolina, Harris first 

experimented with the use of an aluminum backing because of 

its flexible surface. After discovering that the reflective quality 

ofof the metal added depth and movement to his work, he 

continued using aluminum and has since dedicated the last 13 

years to honing his craft by learning new techniques, 

processes and tools. 

Sundown, 30” x 40, oil on etched aluminum

SCOTT HARRIS

“For better or for worse, my work is easily identified 
as mine immediately.”

www.harrisdesignstudios.com | scott@harrisdesignstudios.com
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Scott Harris, Into the Wild, 36” x 36”, oil on etched aluminum
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After creating the image, she prints it onto a transfer sheet, 

which she applies to the copper or aluminum. She combines 

digital imagery with traditional painting and has just started a 

series of woven metal transfers. Pieces are finished with acrylic 

resin. “I like to get my hands into the resin and create bubbles 

and use specially developed textured treatments that give my 

art its imperfections, which are perfectly human.”.

Nebula Delight, 48” x 30”, transfer onto aluminum sheet with acrylic resin

Mixed media artist, Jeri Holt, has always liked art. She took art 
classes in college and worked in several media, ultimately 

choosing acrylics so she didn’t have to wait long for her 

painting to dry. But painting wasn’t her thing. “I really found a 

creative passion when, being unable to afford welding 

equipment to try metal sculpture, I began sculpturing in wood,” 

she said. “Every chip of wood produced instant results, and for 

severalseveral years I produced wood sculptures based on my own 

designs and sold them regionally in shows and galleries.”

 

 A wrist injury forced Holt to stop sculpting, and she turned away 

from art until she discovered digital creation. For many years, 

she worked solely within her computer, producing art inside a 

screen. For the past five years, she has incorporated copper and 

aluminum into her work, creating emotional impact in a 

real-world space. “I use my digital tools with the same 

techniques that I used to wield my chisel and mallet to bring 

depth and textudepth and texture to the images that I work on.” 

Mandarin Orange, 48” x 14” each (triptych), transfer onto copper sheets 
with acrylic resin

JERI HOLT

“My art is like jazz. It has an underlying unity with 
infinite variety and possibilities.”

www.withdigitaleyes.com | jeri@withdigitaleyes.com
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Jeri Holt, Day in the City, 40” x 30”, transfer onto copper sheet with acrylic resin
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Recently, McCollough opened up the Susan N. McCollough 

Gallery and Studio in her hometown of Gulf Shores, AL. She 

describes herself as a fortunate artist who gets to paint daily, 

which allows her to work in varied media. “I paint mostly in oils 

but have used acrylics, pen and ink, watercolor, charcoal and 

ink, tempera, pencils; and I sculpt,” she said. “Every painting is 

different. If you walk in my gallery you would think there were 

1515 different artists. Every new canvas must have a new 

thought.” Throughout her career, she has produced nearly 600 

commissioned paintings and has held 15 solo exhibitions on 

four continents. Her work appears in collections in nine states, 

and she created commissioned paintings for the University of 

Alabama, her alma matter, and Pasquale’s Inc. McCollough 

was selected to exhibit in the Florence Biennale; Florence, Italy 

whewhere she connected with artists from all over the world..

Star Fire, 38” x 35”, oil on canvas

For Susan McCollough, the artistic process is never-ending. 
“It includes every second of every day–even when I’m falling 

asleep,” she said. “In my mind’s eye, I see as many as four or 

five things that I want to paint. The next morning, I will paint 

one of those and continue to paint the rest until it’s time to 

paint something else.” The abstract expressionist, who is 

known to work on multiple paintings concurrently, said she is 

constantlyconstantly inspired by her present surroundings. “I never give 

out of ideas. I find inspiration in everything I come in contact 

with on a daily basis,” she said. “Especially a blank canvas.” 

Living on the Gulf of Mexico’s white-sand beaches also 

provides her with endless artistic stimulation. “The calmness 

of the gulf, the palm trees waving with the ocean breeze, and 

our herd of horses that live on the ranch with us all add to the 

perfect surperfect surroundings for inspiration.”

Forever Color, 36” x 36”, oil on canvas

SUSAN N. McCOLLOUGH

“I will continue to express my love, energy, visions, 
and inner feelings on blank canvases.”

www.susannmccolloughart.media | susannmccolloughart@aol.com
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Susan McCollough, Illusionary Journey, 84” x 48”, oil on canvas
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McGivern’s creative process mirrors her physical and mental 

state, as she draws upon her own internal feelings and 

juxtaposes them with what surrounds her externally. 

“Capturing a moment in a shape is both a beautiful and a 

dangerous struggle,” she said. “A struggle reflective, in some 

ways, of many experiences common to all of us in our lives.” 

She aims to create works that combine stimulation with the 

beautybeauty and mystery of life, and to give her viewers something 

they can relate to. “I imagine something and go after it until I 

see it materialize,” she said. “In essence it is a dialogue 

between my thoughts and the painted canvas.” McGovern said 

she frees herself from stereotyping, as she doesn’t limit herself 

to creating in only one singular style or approach..

Connecting Dots, 24” x 24”, acrylic on canvas

New York City-based artist Brigid McGivern is inspired most by 
the interaction between human beings and their environment. In 

order to build upon this concept with her art, she infuses the spirit 

of harmony and balance into her signature mixed media pieces. 

For the last decade, she has focused on a unique form of 

abstraction by blending color and form to produce a visual 

narrative that brings faces and figures to life through movement, 

textutexture, and emotion. McGivern uses historical and contemporary 

styles in conjunction with the tradition of abstract expressionism to 

investigate the intersection of dream, desire, and memory, and she 

produces powerful results. With each piece, she begins by 

drawing something organic and then transitions into forming 

images based on her own photographs to create entirely new 

ideas that capture reality with a distinctive hypnotic edge. In her 

latestlatest works, McGivern documents intimate moments and 

happenings of a specific place while calling to attention details that 

are often underappreciated or overlooked. By recording these 

stories and experiences visually, she gives them significance with 

dynamic forms and bursts of color.

Transforming, 33” x 48”, acrylic on canvas

BRIGID MCGIVERN

“My images range from simple to dramatic, conveying 
the human spirit and its journey through life.”

www.brigidmcgivern.com | brigidmcgivern@gmail.com
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Brigid McGivern, Crooked, 28” x 28”, acrylic on canvas
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Despite the fact that the internet is not new, far too many 
artists fail to fully utilize the web for its marketing and sales 

potential. There is a lot more to successful online sales than 

spraying images of your work everywhere. In this article, I 

want to break down the steps necessary for long-term art 

marketing success. 

By Cory Huff  Portland, OR

The starving artist 
is a myth

The Abundant
Artist



Michael Colley, Starving Artist



Limiting Beliefs

Artists will throw starving artist shows or sales in some kind of 

semi-serious plea for money. Using this kind of language, even 

as a joke, affects you. Other bits of language that artists use to 

limit themselves include:

“I’m not a business/technology/whatever person.”

“The economy is down.” “The economy is down.” 

“I don’t have time/money/other resources.” 

“Person X thinks I should do Y.”

“My gallery owner/agent isn’t doing enough.” 

“I’m not a good enough artist.”

NoneNone of these things will actually prevent you from selling art. 

They are all obstacles that can be overcome,  and we will show 

you some ways that you can overcome these obstacles. 

RESEARCH

SuccessfulSuccessful artists do a lot of research to find out where they 

can best position themselves in the market. In my work with 

artists all over, we spend a tremendous amount of time 

researching each artist's individual market to find out what kind 

of art is out there, who is doing it, how much they are charging, 

and how many pieces they are selling.

UsingUsing this research, artists are able to position their art at a 

certain price point that falls right in the sweet spot between 

other artists. You can do the same.

You want to make sure that you are reaching the right people, 

at the right time, in the right place, especially if you want your 

art to stand out online. You need to think about: 

• who your ideal collectors are

•• where they spend their time on the internet

• what their hobbies are

• other relevant factors, like their disposable income 

How to Look

GoogleGoogle search – type in the style of art that you do (as 

specifically as possible), and you’ll find a host of blogs and 

artist sites who are in the same genre. Make a note of the ones 

you like, as well as what design examples and marketing 

tactics seem effective.

“Using this research, artists are able to position their art 

at a certain price point that falls right in the sweet spot 

between other artists.”

MINDSET

ForFor a long time, whenever someone signed up for my mailing 

list, they received an email from me asking what their primary 

struggle was with selling art online. After more than 5,000 

responses, the most common response is fear. Many artists 

suffer from a fear that their art isn’t good enough to sell, or that 

they won’t be able to sell enough of their art to make a living – 

ever. This fear is the result of a way of thinking about life and 

about art – a mindset.about art – a mindset.

In order to sell your art, you have to have to understand the 

following: 

Art Can Be Sold

In order to be a financially successful artist, it helps to 

understand that there are lots of artists already doing it, and 

that there are many ways that it can be done. There are six 

main business models:

• Being a Gallery Artist

• Selling Directly to a Collector

• Selling Prints

•• Doing Commissions 

• Licensing Your Images

Obviously you can combine some of these business models 

together. But one of the biggest challenges that I see for early 

career artists is trying to do all things at once. You divide your 

attention and don't make as much progress in one area as you 

would if you focused. 

BeyondBeyond having an understanding that there are lots of artists 

already making a living from their art, there are some powerful 

ways that artists limit themselves.

Artist in Studio
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Print on Demand Services

You can grow awareness of your work, and substantial side 

revenue, by offering prints of your art (including 3D prints for 3D 

artists). 

TheThe Internet has given rise to a plethora of Print on Demand 

(POD) services. These companies will print, frame, package, 

and ship your images. All you have to do is upload high-resolu-

tion images of your art. Of course, while these companies have 

substantial communities of interested art collectors, you’ll be 

competing on their sites with thousands of other artists, so 

you’ll need to market yourself as well – but that’s where the 

quick wins come in to plaquick wins come in to play.

Here’s a few POD companies:

FineArtAmerica.com – they're small, but they have become a 

juggernaut in the POD space.

SaatchiArt.com – perhaps the largest POD service, Saatchi 

also sells original art and is the center of an important part of 

the art world.

GalleryDirect.com – a solid POD service, recommended by the 

folks at Artblend.

Targeted Social Media

OnceOnce you have a few high-quality images online, you can begin 

sharing your process. Learn to tell stories (more on that later), 

and by the time you build up a few hundred followers (which 

shouldn’t take more than a couple of weeks) you should have a 

sale or two. Here are my favorite social media platforms for 

quick wins.

Instagram.Instagram. My friend Melissa Dinwiddie shared her experience 

of letting collectors in on the creative experience in her blog 

post on The Creative Process.

Here’s what she had to say:

“Another“Another very sweet surprise is that, not long into my 

experiment with sharing my process pics, someone on 

Facebook asked if it would be possible to purchase one of my 

pieces-in-process.

Um, that would be yes! (And it quickly made me realize the 

importance of making this super-clear in my Instagram bio and 

in my posts as well — all work is for sale!)

“One of the keys to getting quick wins online is to rapidly 

try things and see what works.”

Instagram, Daniel Arsham

The Moz Toolbar – at Moz.com, you can download a toolbar 

that will show you the relative Domain Authority of a website. 

This gives you an approximation of how much traffic that 

website gets – the higher the domain authority, the more traffic 

a website has.

FacebookFacebook and Instagram Search – there are hundreds of 

thousands of artists talking about their art on social media. 

Search for terms related to your art. For example, if you are a 

seascape artist, search for terms like waves, sea, Oregon 

coast, Hawaiian beach, plus art. You'll find hundreds of 

examples of how other people are talking about their art. 

WWant to see which artists have large followings online? Look at 

Facebook Fan Pages and Instagram profiles. Just do a search 

on Facebook for the kind of art that you make and see who 

comes up. It might surprise you to see that there are already a 

bunch of artists who have substantial Facebook followings, 

and that they are making sales off of those fans. Charles Black, 

a wildlife artist that is a virtual unknown in the gallery world, has 

over 1 million followers and makes new sales almost dailover 1 million followers and makes new sales almost daily.

FOCUS ON QUICK WINS

The art business can be a slog. There is so much to do and so little 

reward at the beginning that it’s easy to become disheartened.

One of the easiest ways to get started with selling art online is 

to find a few quick wins. Starting or redesigning a website can 

be overwhelming. You can often begin by accumulating a few 

followers on social networks and making some quick sales by 

sharing images of your work online. These quick wins are a way 

of motivating you to do the hard work of building a full website 

and a larger following. 
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www.michelepiglia.com
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Long form stories. Social media is a great place for short-form 

stories like  brief videos and WIP pictures. Use your blog to tell 

longer stories. Your origin story as an artist. Some incredible, 

difficult thing you've overcome. An amazing trip you've taken. 

Amber Jean, a sculptor based in Montana, loves the outdoors. 

Her blog and email newsletter focus on her outdoor exploits, 

including climbing a frozen waterfall and tracking bear 

drdroppings. The point is to give your ardent supporters an 

opportunity to make a connection with your art by getting to 

understand the creator a little more.

IT’S NOT ABOUT THE TOOLS

Notice that I haven't talked much about the specific tools of 

online marketing. That stuff is easy to figure out. The real 

challenge is the underlying business skills.

By shifting your mindset, doing your research, and focusing on 

short term quick wins, you can create momentum in your art 

business that will push you through early challenges. By 

creating this momentum, you will find opportunities open to 

you that you previously weren't possible, including hiring 

studio assistants, working with better galleries, and finding 

sustainable financial success..
CoCory Huff is the founder of www.TheAbundantArtist.com, 

where he teaches artists how to turn their art into a business. 

His book How to Sell Your Art Online was published by Harper 

Collins on June 28, 2016. Cory lives in Portland, Oregon.

Work in Progress

This initial inquiry turned into not just a sale but also a 

commission when it turned out the client wanted two sister 

paintings. And when she came to pick them up yesterday, she 

also bought two other pieces I had in the studio, one of which 

wasn’t even finished yet.”

Facebook.Facebook. While Facebook's algorithms have made it harder 

to find a following, you can use the research you've done on 

ideal collectors to target pages and groups that are interested in 

the kind of work you do, and start building relationships with the 

people in those groups and get them interested in your work. 

Take Decisive Action Quickly

OneOne of the keys to getting quick wins online is to rapidly try 

things and see what works. Many artists make the mistake of 

trying to perfect their websites, their blogs, or their social 

media pages before putting some of their work out there to see 

how people respond.

LEARN TO TELL THE STORY OF YOUR ART

WhetherWhether you are posting to Facebook, your blog, or some other 

website, the key to gaining traction is to learn to tell a good story. 

It doesn't have to be long. You're not trying to explain your 

work, but to give people enough information that they can have 

an “ah-ha” moment with your art. 

MostMost people don't know enough about art to discern good 

abstraction from bad, or tell contemporary from modern art. 

They don't understand the context in which conceptual art is 

made. So, just like the museum plaques, give them a little 

something.

Online, I commonly see artists use these three tactics:

WWork in Progress (WIP) pictures. Pretty straightforward – 

stop every so often during your art-making and take a few 

pictures. Put them online and add a sentence or two about why 

you are making the artistic choices you're making. Avoid the 

technical how-tos, focus on the underlying emotion or the 

reasoning behind it.

TimeTime - lapse videos. These work so well I'm surprised more 

artists don't use them. Set up some basic lighting and record a 

2 – 3 hour painting session, and then use something like iMovie 

to compress that down to 2 – 4 minutes. People love great time 

lapse videos, and they tell a story by themselves. 

“By shifting your mindset, doing your research, and 

focusing on short term quick wins, you can create 

momentum in your art business that will push you 

through early challenges.”
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Tom Parker - Abstract Landscape, mixed media on canvas

Exclusive Stock Art Collection   I   Art From Your Photos

www.gallerydirect.com
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There is no denying that Mitchell’s work is one-of-a-kind, and 

that is something he prides himself on. “I strive to make 

impossible looking photographs. Images people would swear 

were Photoshoped but in reality are just well executed, thought 

out photographs.” When creating his conceptual photography, 

Mitchell incorporates painting, sculpture, and design elements 

to build out a three-dimensional piece, which he seals in time 

byby photographing it. “This photograph becomes the finished 

piece that ultimately I want to have a surreal, otherworldly, 

painting - like feel in the end,” he said. The empty space in the 

frame, which he calls “the void” acts as a two-dimensional 

canvas. “My work is making these visions and dreams I have 

come to life in this void. The images, objects, and ideas within 

are in a constant struggle and dance of fading in-between 

these dimensions in this void.”these dimensions in this void.”.

Green leaf with Physical Pixels, digital photograph

Multifaceted artist Tyler Mitchell combines his skills in 
painting, sculpture, and photography to create strong 

conceptual images that reflect what he sees, feels, and 

experiences on a daily basis. “I am a classically trained painter 

and still consider the arts of painting, drawing, and sculpture 

my roots,” said the Savannah College of Arts and Design 

graduate. “But over the past 10 years, I have found the most 

efeffective means-to-end of my artistic process is through the 

lens of my camera. This is where I bring my dreams and visions 

alive.” With the help of an imaginative mind that is constantly 

brainstorming, Mitchell tries to catalog everything he sees 

while making new, conceptual, and sometimes bizarre ideas. 

Simple inspiration comes from strolling through the world,” he 

said. “I'll usually dream up an idea in that space in-between 

sleepsleep and lucidness, and then set out to create a whole series 

of images based on the first.” The prolific artist makes a 

conscious effort to remain up-to-date and not become stuck in 

any one body of work for too long. In the last year, he has been 

recognized for his work through exhibition opportunities, sales, 

and positive feedback from other artists.

The Birth of color in Various Forms, digital photograph

TYLER MITCHELL

“I am here to shed some light on how much beauty 
this world has to offer.”

www.tylermitchellgalleries.com | tyler@tylermitchellgalleries.com
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Tyler Mitchell, Untiled (perspective study 1), bent and cut archival inkjet prints, digital photograph
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Taking her love of art into adulthood, Montesinos studied 

painting for six years at the Spanish master Jose Bardasano’s 

academy in Mexico City. Upon completion of her education, 

she lived in several different countries, including France and 

Argentina, before ultimately moving to New York City. There, 

she signed a contract with Circle Fine Art Co., one of the 

largest publishing and gallery-operating companies in the 

UnitedUnited States at that time. She became a lithographer and 

printed 20 lithographic editions. In the late 1980s, she moved 

back to Mexico where she nourished and inspired her spirit 

while developing a unique, new style that uses layering and 

gold foil. When Montesinos returned to New York, she decided 

to make flowers the focus of her attention. “I was captured by 

their beauty and described them as an incredible way for 

natunature to show the infinity of existing colors,” she said. Since 

then, she has become a well-known artist in the United States 

and has exhibited in 10 U.S. cities and four countries..

Just Waiting, 36” x 19”, oil on canvas

Born in Mexico, artist Victoria Montesinos was the only 
daughter of famous Mexican film director FRA, and socialite 

Matty Humana. As a child, she found herself immersed in a 

world full of fantasy built around the magic of movie making 

and other creative forms. Her father introduced her to the art 

world at an early age and supported her dreams of becoming 

an artist. Montesinos’ upbringing made her uninterested in 

conventionalconventional life. “I felt there must be a higher reason for 

things,” she said. “I thought life was boring until I understood 

that it was up to me to give life more meaning.” In that moment, 

Montesinos decided that she would paint with total integrity 

and not submit herself to the judgment of the market or the 

expectations of others. 

Waiting for the Butterflies, 54” x 40”, oil on canvas

VICTORIA MONTESINOS

“Painting is where there is a constant dialogue 
between myself, my subjects, and the spectator.”

www.victoriamontesinosart.com | victoriamontesinos@mac.com
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Victoria Montesinos, Flowered Angel, 30” x 30” oil on canvas
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Her work is a unique hybrid of media that contains her fond 

experiences in the Texas public pool, the Florida Keys, and, 

now, San Francisco, as well as psychology concepts. Most 

recently, her work was represented by Studio Gallery, 

located in the Russian Hill area of San Francisco. Her work 

has also been reviewed by the SF Examiner, 96 Hours 

Magazine, and ArtSlant. She has shown work with galleries 

inin California, Oregon, Georgia, and Texas. She is also an 

active participant with ArtSpan’s annual Open Studios in 

San Francisco & Art for Aids..

I Can Never Find My Shoes, 34” x 34”, mixed media

The west Texas town where Leslie Morgan was born and 
raised influences the subject matter of her art. As a child 

growing up in the desert, Morgan dreamed of a life filled with 

tropical islands, pirate boats, and sea creatures, but she was 

forced to settle for the public pool. Not only did the pool 

become her primary means of escape from the real world, it 

also became therapy for her childhood asthma. Now, Morgan 

haharnesses the feelings she had when playing at the pool and 

turns them into expressive beauty. “My artwork has come from 

memories of summers spent leaping and diving, doing 

cannonballs and back flips, participating in breath holding 

contests, and looking up through chlorine filtered sunlight and 

daydreaming,” she said. “In water, we become weightless, 

buoyant, and free, both in mind and body.”

Morgan went to college and received her degree in psychology. 

When she was old enough to leave her childhood home for 

good, she followed her love of water all the way to Key West, 

where she worked as a psychologist in hospitals, jails, nursing 

homes, and clinics. In her spare time, Morgan could be found 

on different islands within the Florida Keys, taking photos and 

sleeping in her boat that doubled as her home. After a while, 

sheshe decided to dive into photography, left her career as a 

psychologist behind, and moved to San Francisco, where she 

now lives and works.

Seeing Thru Fish Colored Lenses Crop, 18” x 41”, mixed media

LESLIE MORGAN

“I create nostalgic paintings of the past that I carry 
with me into the present.”

www.lesliemorganart.com | dockles@comcast.net
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Leslie Morgan, Whaling about Crop, 18” x 41”, mixed media
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Because of his large catalogue of concepts, he is careful not to use 

repetition in his paintings. He also never duplicates a painting, 

making each work a one-of-a-kind piece. The originality of his 

brilliantly colored art is derived from the junction of fields and 

disciplines he’s mastered in architecture, design, and art. “I get 

ideas for my work from all different sources — streetscapes, 

everyday objects, nature and mostly from imagination.”  The 

talentedtalented artist can paint a still life setting of apples and pears just 

as easily as he can portray a sunset in abstraction. Though he is 

now working mostly with acrylic paint, he enjoys working in all 

media and creating all forms of art. “I have done murals, street 

sculpture, watercolor, oil, acrylic, airbrush, modeling, etc. I like all 

the media. If any new forms emerge, I try it,” he said.

Mozer now lives and works in Brooklyn and has exhibited his 

work at ArtExpo NYC, Art Hamptons, and Red Dot Art Fair, 

which allowed him to meet with art lovers and share his work 

with them. His goal is to secure affiliations with art galleries in 

the near future..

White Woman, Red Wine, Black Sex, 36” x 36”, acrylic on canvas

Artist Sergey Mozer has been storing creative ideas in his 
head forever. “With a lifetime involvement in all kinds of fine art 

and not too much time to create myself, I’ve accumulated an 

enormous baggage of ideas I’ve started to share with the 

world,” Mozer said. After 30 years of making a name for himself 

in similarly creative fields, the well-known architect and interior 

designer decided it was time to do what he’s wanted to his 

whole life: pwhole life: produce fine art.

Mozer has enjoyed drawing since his early childhood in 

Odessa, Ukraine, where he found creative stimulation all 

around him. “Everything was inspirational – climate, sea, 

multi-cultural environment and people,” he said. He then went 

on to study architecture and design at the Grekov Odessa Art 

School and The Odessa State Academy of Civil Engineering 

and Architecture.

Paris III, 36” x 36”, acrylic on canvas

SERGEY MOZER

“I feel free where I am, and freedom is the most 
influential aspect of my work.”

www.mozerart.com | smozer@mozerdesign.com
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Sergey Mozer, Europe 2015 Red Is Green and Green Is Brown, 36” x 36”, acrylic on canvas
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Once he finds a scene that moves him, he takes a photo of it, 

and gets to work with a focus on new interpretations of 

movement and light. Though a single painting might take six 

weeks to complete, he said the final fifteen minutes is when the 

inspiration pours out of his mind, through his hand and onto the 

canvas. “I work with oil on canvas, with an additional wax 

medium, broad strokes, and palette knife.

LatelLately, his art has been recognized in very public ways. In July 

2016, Otrembiak received an award at the Art Comes Alive 

event from Art Design Consultants of Cincinnati, and in 2016 

five of his paintings were chosen to appear in the movie A Kind 

of Murder, starring Jessica Biel and Patrick Wilson..

Water Lilies, 12” x 12”, oil on canvas

Modern impressionist Jim Otrembiak was born in the right 
place to foster his love of art. Surrounded by major museums 

that housed impressionist masterpieces, the Chicago native 

realized his affinity for painting fleeting visual instances of 

movement and light. Though he is mostly self-taught, he began 

his artistic journey in elementary school by taking oil painting 

classes through Chicago’s park district and continued in 

collegecollege by taking art classes at Loyola University. Over the 

years, he has perfected his craft , and has sold over 550 

original paintings. 

Otrembiak’s style reflects a modern impressionism of 

landscapes, still life, and abstract forms with his own personal 

twist. Over the years, he has developed a painting style that 

gives every-day scenes a dose of new life and dimension while 

still appearing timeless and serene. “My favorite subjects 

include water scenes, leaves, gardens, and fountains” he said. 

While a lot of those scenes are found during travels to 

CanadaCanada’s east coast and camping trips to National Parks in the 

West, some of them can be found as close as his back yard in 

northern Kentucky.

Periwinkle, 24” x 36”, oil on canvas

JIM OTREMBIAK

“I like to take ordinary scenes and embody them 
with new life and dimension, calm, and warmth.”

www.jimotrembiak.com | jotrembiak@zoomtown.com
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Jim Otrembiak, Jerome Garden, 12” x 12”, oil on canvas
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The imagery in Pacificar’s pieces is derived from her 

observation, study, and love of nature, from the tiniest life 

forms to the infinitely expansive universe. “Each piece is 

created with the intention to invoke connection between 

consciousness and subconsciousness, coalescing belief 

systems of creationism and evolutionism into a harmonic 

portrait,” she said. “I am inspired by Spirit and each painting 

transitionstransitions to the next, becoming related through my own 

progression of self and universal realization.”.

Underwater Revelation, 40" x 30", oil on canvas Deep Sea Within, 36" x 24", oil on canvas

Lyn Pacificar studied fine arts at Pasadena City College and 
has been continually painting for the last 15 years. She works 

predominantly in the medium of oil and uses direct and indirect 

painting methods to create depth with a glazing technique. 

Pacificar’s paintings are ethereal, bold, and they inspire a 

call-to-action in helping the environment.  Most recently, she 

has become passionate about increasing efforts toward the 

oceanocean’s preservation, which is reflected in her current series 

“Ocean Abyss.” The body of work depicts an underworld of 

light and darkness, filled with movement and life. 

LYN PACIFICAR

“Painting is my way of bringing to light the beauty of 
the world we live in.”

www.lynpacificar.com | artoflynpacificar@gmail.com
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Lyn Pacificar, Coral Dive, 30" x 24", oil on canvas
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The self-taught artist worked as a photographer for several 

years before adding painting to his artistic repertoire. Pitts has 

given himself a license to experiment and discover new forms 

of expression often. “Over the years my art evolved by creating 

work every day,” he said. “I create with no boundaries, and I 

challenge myself to create things that others have not.” Pitts 

finds that he is inspired to do his best work in the early 

prpre-dawn hours, and most of his pieces are created after 2 a.m. 

“It seems that is the time when I am most in tune with the 

universe,” he said. 

Pitts was the only artist from the United States chosen to exhibit 

at the 2015 Project Berlin Art Exhibition, and his art is now 

included in the permanent collection of the Southern Nevada 

Museum of Fine Art in Las Vegas. Also an avid actor, Pitts has 

incorporated performance into his craft by doing live paintings 

for audiences in Prague, Czech Republic; Paris, France; and 

Lyon, France. In 2015, he was the winner of the Award of Merit 

forfor two-dimensional mixed media at the 29th Annual Boca 

Raton Museum of Art Juried Art Festival, and was the recipient 

of the Award of Distinction for two-dimensional mixed media at 

the Santa Fe College Spring Arts Festival 2014..

Vulcan, 18" x 24”, latex on wood with polyurethane finish

Greg Pitts’ journey into art began in the ‘80s during his 
teenage years in Lima, Ohio. Always having a natural inclination 

toward creating, he decided he wanted to become a fashion 

designer and was invited to apply to a prestigious design 

school. “Unfortunately, based on the narrow-mindedness of 

that era, I was told that kind of stuff was for sissies and that I 

should play sports instead,” he said. “I even had to sneak and 

pupurchase my first camera on lay-away when I was 14.” Though 

he tried to suppress his drive to create, he could not. “Art will 

always have its way,” he said.

Blue Blood, 36" x 26", latex on canvas

GREG PITTS

“I find it difficult to place myself within the boundaries of a 
single style or genre.”

www.thegregpitts.com | admin@thebowtiegallery.com
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Greg Pitts, Un été à Paris, 48" x 26", acrylic on canvas mounted on wood   
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Pommer first became interested in art in elementary school and 

took art classes throughout her high school years. After 

graduating from nursing school and moving to New York City, 

she realized she wanted to make art her life’s work. She went 

on to study at the Academy of Art in San Francisco, the Art 

Institute of Boston, and the Arts Students League NYC. She 

continues to live and work in New York City. “New York City is 

soso vibrant & competitive and there is so much art one is 

exposed to here that it has made me push the work forward 

and explore other avenues,” she said. “My studio is located in 

the Garment District, which has reinforced and greatly 

influenced a more intensive use of the fabrics and materials I 

find there. It’s like a fabric candy store.”.

Free Fall, 36”x 36”, mixed media on canvas

The originality and energy of Joyce Pommer’s style makes it 
easy for her viewers to emotionally connect to her work. Her 

abstract mixed media paintings originate from a spontaneous 

process and portray sensitivity and fragility through strong 

visual images. When creating, she paints with acrylics and 

layers different materials on canvas or wood to create depth 

and movement. “After laying down a color, or collaging paper 

oror fabric, I try to let the piece speak to me and tell me what it 

wants to do,” she said. With intuition as her guide, she then 

makes the space come alive through the colors, shapes, and 

layers she works into the piece. “The dancing, juggling images 

come about through their relationships in space,” she said. 

“The image is abstract but the feeling is solidified and they 

become conversational.” Pommer’s love of textures and other 

materialsmaterials has recently led her to experimenting with 

three-dimensional sculptures, which she has exhibited and 

plans to continue exploring.

Secret Spaces, 36” x 36”, mixed media on canvas 

JOYCE POMMER

“My work is about movement and the relationship of a color 
or a material to one another.”

www.joycepommer.com | pommerart@rcn.com
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Joyce Pommer, In the Wind, 30” x 24”, mixed media on canvas
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Because Porret’s bronze sculptures are three-dimensional, 

they need to be viewed 360-degrees. “Unlike paintings, 

sculptures will change in shape, form, and look as one turns 

around it,” he said. “I often try to set my pieces on a Lazy 

Susan so that people can rotate them and appreciate the full 

three dimensions of the pieces.” Porret says he loves sculpting 

and always aims to sculpt things he can live with. “I love to feel 

andand touch my sculptures,” he said. “I'm not an artist who came 

out of the blue and will be gone tomorrow. I have been 

sculpting for a long time and will continue. I have created over 

450 pieces.”.

Renegade, 6” x 6” x 27”, bronze

By placing an emphasis on equilibrium-or lack thereof-when 
creating, Jean-Jacques Porret brings the concept of balance to 

the forefront with his modern bronze sculptures. Through the 

lost-wax casting method, Porret creates pieces in his Chicago 

studio that allow his viewers to reflect on the quest for balance 

in their own life.

TheThe self-taught artist believes the journey into art begins at 

birth. Porret’s parents were collectors, and living in an art-filled 

home sparked his creativity. Though he began creating 

wooden sculptures at 6 years old, he stopped when he was a 

teenager and later picked it back up at age 28. And he hasn’t 

stopped since. In his early years, Porret found himself looking 

to some of the greatest sculptors of all time for ideas and 

techniques.techniques. However, he found himself becoming too 

influenced by them. “I stopped looking at them and 

concentrated on creating my own style and path,” he said, 

“That was maybe a crazy and for sure expensive decision, but 

today I'm on my own, with my own style. I invested all my 

assets and time in it. I believe I created something to outlast me 

in this world and that is my goal.

Vivace, 14” x 8” x 11”, bronze

JEAN-JACQUES PORRET

“I try to be myself, independent, not to be 
influenced, creating my own path.”

www.jjporret.com | jj@jjporret.com
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Jean-Jaques Porret, Rocambolesque, 6” x 6” x 23”, bronze
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potentially turned into art,” she said. Her sense of place lies 

between her home of New York and her birthplace of Athens, 

and she notices an evident switch in her work between her 

European past, her New York present, and her unknown future. 

Psoinos takes pride in her work and has overseen the 

installation of most of the pieces she’s sold. “Each and every 

one makes me proud,” she said. She has also exhibited in 

somesome of her dream spaces, such as the Brooklyn Waterfront 

Artists Coalition and the Orensanz Foundation. In October, she 

participated in her first biennial in Berlin..

Myconos Red3A, 40” x 30”, mixed media on canvas

For Tina Psoinos, photography was a love-at-first-sight 
experience which propelled her into the world of art. From 

capturing a scene to developing her own film, her first 

photography experience was magical. “It was like wet clay 

through my fingers taking form,” she said of her time in a dark 

room. “It was sensational.”  Black and white photography was 

her first love and the medium that inspired her to become an 

artist,artist, but over the years, her trade has evolved to include color 

photography, old and experimental photo techniques, photo 

collages, mixed media, and painting. “While the subjects have 

been ranging from portraits to landscapes and cityscapes, the 

goal is to always depict my abstract dreams, never to 

reproduce reality.” For Psoinos, art and life are 

synonymous–she can’t imagine one without the other. Because 

ofof this, she has thousands of ideas stored away in her creative 

vault. While some of them become art, some stay on the 

backburner to resurface and materialize when the time is right.

Psoinos has an excellent eye and a great sense of color that 

becomes evident to all who view her work. With camera in 

hand, she chases the light everywhere she goes and 

photographs all it reflects on. “Everything around me is 

Manhattan Gray, 30” x 40”, photograph and acrylic on masonite

TINA PSOINOS

“Art is like oxygen for me. It is crucial to my survival 
and absolutely necessary.”

www.tinapsoinos.com | tpsoinos@gmail.com
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Tina Psoinos, Brooklyn Brown, 30” x 40”, photograph and acrylic on masonite
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“I did a carton of broken eggs, a tray with oranges, a container 

of green peppers, a box of Howard Johnson candy, bananas in 

a glass dish, and many more,” he said. 

HisHis art began to change while he worked as a billboard painter. 

“Painting on such a large scale had influenced the size of my 

art, which I found an important factor on the impact to the 

viewer.” Some of the billboard murals extended on the 

perimeters with an outline that shaped to the object he was 

painting. He decided to integrate these concepts into his own 

work, and began manipulating his large-scale canvases in the 

shapesshapes of his subjects. His pieces were so well received that he 

was invited to show his work around the world, exhibiting along 

side of artists such as Andy Warhol, Jim Dine, James 

Rosenquist, and Roy Lichtenstein. In the ‘90s, Quinones took a 

break from exhibiting to concentrate on evolving his work in a 

new direction. Taking inspiration from his shaped canvases, he 

began creating a new series that turned into his signature 

illusion of the thillusion of the three-dimensional surface..

Double Bubble, 51” x 51”, oil on canvas

Internationally known artist Jose Luis Quinones, combines 
photorealism and pop art to create large-scale paintings that 

transform a two-dimensional surface into a three-dimensional 

illusion. “I generated an innovative idea of combining simple 

everyday objects using photorealism, eliminating the 

background, and enlarging the object to make a unique 

statement,” he said. “My paintings are in oil on shaped canvas, 

hand painted and executed to look like airbrush.”hand painted and executed to look like airbrush.”

It was during his time at the Cleveland Institute of the Arts that 

Quinones developed a unique style. “Most of the art in the early 

1970s coming out of the mainstream and in teachings were 

abstract in nature,” he said. “I had no trouble painting in that 

capacity, but instead I kept steadfast in my convictions of 

photorealism.” He found himself experimenting with everyday 

objects from his father’s small neighborhood grocery store. 

QuinonesQuinones liked the simplicity he found in commercial objects, 

and began painting them while eliminating the backgrounds. 

Pop Art, Zero Calories, 51” x 51”, oil on canvas

JOSE LUIS QUINONES

“I am inspired by everyday objects, and I use them 
to create artistic achievements.”

www.joseluisquinones.com | joseluisquinones.artist@gmail.com
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Jose Luis Quinones, Campbell’s Tomato Juice, 59” x 43”, oil on canvas
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Reitan has been painting since he was 6 years old, and though 

he knew art was what he was meant to do for the rest of his life, 

he went on to become a teacher. He continued to paint while 

teaching, and when he exhibited his work for the first time, it 

was such a success that he began painting more and more 

often, eventually quitting teaching all together. 

KnownKnown as one of Norway’s most popular multi-artists for his 

work in a variety of mediums, Reitan has exhibited 

internationally and created the art for the 2000 Nobel Peace 

Prize. He recently sold a painting at the Heritage Auctions in 

New York for $23,700, and a painting at the Heritage Auctions 

in Dallas for $22,500. He also sold four paintings at Art New 

York from his American Flag Series to a member of the Sackler 

familfamily, a well-known American family of art patrons, who 

bought the pieces for private use..

Woman in Snowstorm, 52” x 48”, oil on canvas

When painting, Norwegian artist Elling Reitan aims to give the 

possibility for different viewer interpretations in each of his 

pieces. “In our busy, modern and often cruel world, it is 

important take the time to make reflections, and then get a 

vision about how our society should be.” Over the years, the 

realistic surrealist  has continued to develop his own style. With 

bold colors he focuses on unique subject matters, such as 

climateclimate change, the Madonna figure, and man’s yearning in 

time and space. 

In every single one of his paintings, Reitan includes his 

trademark in the form of a small black and white couple. The 

pair was first incorporated into a painting in 1983 to create 

depth, however, they eventually became recurring players 

featured as often as the painter’s own signature. “They are 

inspired from the Yin and Yang, the two black and white drops 

of water that, together, form a perfect circle,” he said. “They are 

counterparts–blackcounterparts–black and white, male and female, warm and 

cold–that together form a unity.” 

Summer Breeze, 40” x 50”, oil on canvas

ELLING REITAN

“There is no fixed deal in my paintings. People can 
search for themselves and see what they find.”

www.ellingreitan.com | ellreita@online.no
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Elling Reitan, Friedensreich Hundertwasser, 40” x 35”, oil on canvas
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After years of working for others, Schot decided it was time to 

create for himself. “I felt that I had the photographic 

wherewithal and intensely felt that creative itch,” he said. Schot 

puts a lifetime of learning and experiences into his fine art 

photography and demonstrates a masterful skill of technique 

combined with a uniquely creative imagination. He begins with 

pre-visualizing the image he wants to create, and plans out the 

prprocess using lighting, optics, and camera techniques.

“I’m firm in my conviction that photography in essence ends 

when clicking the shutter,” he said. “Computer manipulation 

and enhancement can create wonderful artistic images, but not 

photographs. I call this process “compography.” In an era 

when the confusion disappears between photography and 

compograghy, Jame’s work stands out as it contains both 

creative elements and a devotion to the medium of 

photographphotography. .

James Schot’s artistic journey began the moment his journey 
to find home came to an end. Born in Indonesia, he moved to 

Holland as a child and eventually wound up on the shores of 

Hoboken, NJ. “I may have been born with an artistic nature and 

an innate talent, but my arrival in this country is what, I believe, 

honed my visual literacy,” he said. “It took many years for this 

young Dutch lad to fully assimilate and be accepted in his new 

countrcountry, and I believe this enhanced my penchant to visually 

communicate.”

A year after becoming a U.S. citizen, he was sent to Vietnam 

with the United States Air Force, and later went on to study 

television and movie production at University of 

Missouri-Columbia, with continuing education in photography 

at UCLA and Columbia School of Broadcasting in Los Angeles.

While looking for a big break into the Los Angeles production 

world, he picked up a job as an in-house photographer for 

Vivitar Corporation to pay the bills, eventually making it a 

career. When he left Vivitar, Schot ventured into commercial 

photography and captured jewelry, exercise products, menus 

and computers for marketing purposes. One of his “bread and 

butter” clients was Estee Lauder.

Miami Skyline, photography

JAMES SCHOT

“My work could be considered a bridge from the 
industrial to the digital age.”

www.jamesschotgallerystudio.com | james@jamesschotgallerystudio.com
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James Schot, Aurora Inversion, photography
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the University of Houston, where she received a compliment 

from one of the words most well-known abstract

expressionists. “William de Kooning suggested to my 

professor at U of H that my work alone should be hanging in 

the class studio as an inspiration for others,” she said. “That 

was a highlight of my career.” 

BecauseBecause she spent much of her life in Mexico, Smith finds that 

the influences of strong colors, stark abstract shapes, and the 

passion and the wry humor of Mexican folk art are apparent 

throughout her works. She is also heavily inspired by children’s 

art with its directness and purity of intent–concepts she said 

she strives for in her own technical process. “If I could find the 

common chord linking child art, folk art and what I strive for in 

mymy own work, it would be emotional power that is both 

profound and funny, and formal sophistication that is 

instinctual but outside the confines of the intellect,” she said. 

Always pushing the envelope of originality, Smith gives her 

paintings unique and thoughtful titles to intrigue and provoke 

reflection in her viewers..

Monsters in My Closet – Sex, Surrealism and Status, 11” x 13”, oil stick acrylic 
and collage on sheet steel

The process with which Caren L’Argent Smith creates most 
closely aligns with abstract expressionism and begins with a 

spontaneous stream of consciousness. As the piece unfolds, 

she incorporates representations of storylines or poetic phrases 

that carry open-ended meanings. “My content tends to be 

generally autobiographical, using conscious and unconscious 

symbolism to express events in my life that reflect universal 

issuesissues applicable to all: death, sexuality, and our roles as 

mothers, fathers, wives, husbands, lovers, sons, and icon 

makers.”

While she uses intuition when painting, she is also guided by 

formal concepts such as color, line, shape, gesture, and 

compositional completeness. Smith studied art at the 

University of Texas, the University of Guanajuato, Mexico, and   

Nudes in Outer Space, 30” x 28”, oil stick acrylic and collage on sheet steel

CAREN L’ARGENT SMITH

“I want two tensions in my work–real and 
invented–constantly pitted against each other.”

www.artid.com | alacarsmith@gmail.com
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Caren L’Argent Smith, Dance with Me, 52” x 28”, oil stick acrylic and collage on sheet steel
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California, New York and Florida as well as his private students, 

always encouraging self-discovery and individual expression. 

Stilton kept working in the remote corners he individually 

sought out, particularly in Maine. This same approach earned 

him applause from his four famous colleagues at the Art et 

Communication Galerie in Paris.  He became the first American 

to have a solo exhibition at La Sorbonne, and had paintings 

selectedselected for the permanent collections of the Office of the 

Mayor of Paris and the Springfield, MA Museum of Fine Arts.

After a lifetime of painting, including 40 solo exhibitions, 

Stilton's current focus is translating the music of the sea and 

sky in gulf coast Florida and down east Maine into visual 

poetry. Each lyrical work contains elements of the previous 

hundreds of paintings, yet sails into new perspectives and 

techniques. It is the spiritualization of art, making the unseen 

visible, that pushes him forward every day..

Premonitions of a Sunset at Schoodic Point, 24” x 24", acrylic on 
canvas and wood

Stilton's parents were ceramists and sculptors, encouraging 
their son to find his creative talents. At 5, he was taking lessons 

with the painting professor from New York's Alfred University.  

Shortly after, his dad became Greenfield Village potter at the 

Henry Ford Museum in Michigan. He literally lived in the 

museum and spent most weekends at the Detroit Institute of 

Art; later, when his parents taught at Kent State University, he 

frfrequented the Cleveland Museum of Art. Though Stilton 

eventually received a master's degree in art history from UCLA, 

and an additional master's degree in cinema from the 

University of Southern California, he always kept his painting 

free from formal instruction. 

Because creating art was precious to him and completely 

spiritually inspired, he was prompted to avoid the touch of 

others in painting.  This "unlearned" approach to art was what 

he shared with his students at universities and colleges in 

Lunar Eclipse Journey: Schoodic Point, 36” x 36", acrylic and 
metallic paint on canvas

PETER STILTON

“I like to begin by painting myself into a corner and 
then trying to get out of it.”

 www.peterstilton.com | peterstilton@Icloud.com
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Peter Stilton, Journey to Schoodic  Point: the Road less Traveled, 48” x 36", acrylic and metallic paint on canvas
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The Guatemalan artist graduated from the Universidad Galileo 

de Guatemala with a degree in communications with a focus 

on education. He first exhibited his works during a group show 

at the Bienal de Arte Paiz in Guatemala City in 1992 and has 

since been featured in more than 90 group shows and thirty 

solo exhibitions around the world.  His works are exhibited in 

the French Allegiance of Guatemala, Forma Museum of El 

SalvadoSalvador, private collections in Guatemala, Central America, 

Europe, Mexico, and the United States of America. In 2005, he 

was selected as the winner of the “Young Artist” award and 

received a scholarship to study at the École Nationale 

Supérieure des Beaux Arts, Paris. Valenz is also a professor 

and teaches university courses on creativity, advertising, and 

graphic design at his alma mater..

la charla, 64" x 64", acrylic on canvas

Artist Valenz creates images of everyday object such as 
chairs, ladders, beds, and unicycles, and gives each of them 

individual meanings to convey stories about life through his 

works. “The chairs signify, according to the context, 

opportunities and the patience required for them to step into 

our lives. The ladders represent our desire to climb, to continue 

our personal growth. Beds represent periods when we sleep 

andand dream, things we cannot share with anyone else. Playful 

characters are representative of the uniqueness and singularity 

of each of the moments that we experience throughout our 

lifetimes, and the game that life is,” he said. The individual 

hand-drawn figures take on a life of their own, and when 

combined, they create systems where they interact in an 

all-encompassing environment. The spaces in which the 

objectsobjects are contained also have meaning, which allows for an 

even greater interconnected system. Ideas for next pieces are 

formulated from previous ideas and views he’s created before. 

He redraws them over and over on translucent papers with a 

graphite pencil to allow his viewers to interpret the meaning of 

his works and construct a storyline of their own. 

Playground, 65" x 80", acrylic on canvas

VALENZ

“Painting is my life and I work to reiterate messages 
across all of my pieces.”

www.valenzfineart.com | valenzarte@gmail.com
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Valenz, Atadas, 87" x 65”, acrylic on canvas
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Her style revels the use and manipulation of materials evident 

through brushwork, texture, and paint. The process of layers 

commences simple and proceeds to reconstruct the canvas 

with every added medium magnifying Valero's initial idea. She 

mixes gesso with sand to create various textures. Acrylics 

define the framework, sometimes enriched by oil and other 

times outlined by pastels. The use of collage or encaustic adds 

dimensionalitydimensionality to certain subject’s matters. When dealing with 

abstract painting, the use of resin conveys an enlightened tone 

to the message.  Valero's technique develops organically with 

the elements of art building a specific expression. "Artist, 

medium and subject matter are true to each other relative to 

the piece.".

The Conquest of Light, 40” x 52”, mixed media on canvas

Patty Valero grew up in Mexico City surrounded by a bicultural 
ambiance filled with art, music, law, history and philosophy. Her 

upbringing inspired her to become a historian, but her career 

soon turned to advertising for a number of years. Her desire to 

return to the arts and find a means of self expression directed 

her to painting, which she began to explore in the early ‘80's. 

Valero wanted to reflect her interests in art, travel, spirituality, 

andand nature. This exploration catalyzed when she began to 

study Kabbalah, principles that she upholds within her life and 

through her artwork. 

Valero's artistic training came from various Latin American 

artists. Primarily, she has been influenced by her teacher and 

mentor, Columbian artist Clara Albarracin Ceron, a disciple of 

David Manzur. When referring to her artistic style, Valero says, 

"My artwork celebrates mixed media, it is colorful, painterly and 

expressionistic. Paint and texture are protagonists to create an 

emotional tone and hopefully an inspiring message." Her 

artworkartwork focuses on nature; she believes it is the simplest yet 

most complex system. She strives to depict the synchronicity of 

spirituality and the natural elements in her work. 

Future Fossil, 20” x 32”, mixed media on canvas

PATTY VALERO

“As a true mixed media fan, I allow color and texture 
to be the protagonists.”

www.PattyValeroArt.com | art@pattyvaleroart.com 
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Patty Valero, Transformation, 96” x 32” acrylic on canvas
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Werner said choosing art as a profession was never a 

conscious decision. Born in Ghent, Belgium, he showed a 

predisposition toward art at a young age and found himself 

constantly drawing throughout his childhood. In order to foster 

his natural talent, Werner studied art at the Byam Shaw School 

of Art and later at University College London’s Slade School of 

Fine Art. He went on to teach printmaking at both schools until 

hehe set up his own studio in 1990 before moving to Argentina 

and later to Cody, WY, in 2003.

As a frequent traveler, Werner finds inspiration everywhere he 

goes. “My work is based on observation of what’s around me,” 

he said. When he finds something he wants to paint, Werner 

completely immerses himself in the scene by photographing 

and sketching it for several weeks. “An idea starts in my head, 

and I follow it up by going sketching in public places, which in 

turn feeds my imagination and steers me in a direction I had not 

alwaysalways anticipated,” he said. “It is a part of the work I really 

enjoy, as it is like going on an adventure, not knowing what’s at 

the end.”.

Desert Police Station, 30" x 35", acrylic on canvas

Max Werner prefers not use labels when it comes to his art. 
“My work has been described as realist, figurative, descriptive, 

and sometimes as having a touch of surrealism,” Werner said. “I 

don’t think it can be limited to just one of those adjectives, and 

yet each one of them has an element of truth to it.” Like a writer 

creating a narrative, Werner determines the best way to 

represent his visual observations and relays them to his 

audienceaudience through brush strokes, light, composition, angle 

and–sometimes–humor. “I seem to use a range of different 

ideas, which don’t seem connected with each other at first,” he 

said, discussing his process. “But the final result is an image I 

hope conveys what I felt at the time, suggests a story and invites 

the viewer to reflect, smile and enjoy watching my work.”

Exit, 16” x 51", acrylic on canvas

MAX WERNER

“I travel a lot, and I’m inspired by what I see 
wherever I am.”

www.maxwernerart.com | maxwernernj@gmail.com
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Max Werner, Con-Art, 58" x 38", acrylic and pencil on canvas   
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Creative Minds At Work



Retail location and hours

Professional experience

Knowledgeable staff

Integrity and credibility

Commitment to service

Driven sales initiative

VVast networking database

Key industry connections

Career consultation

Multi-media marketing

Artblend is a 6200 square foot store-front business located 
in Fort Lauderdale. With Elaine Joseph as the president/ed-
itor-in-chief and Michael Joseph as the vice president/pub-
lisher, this duo has redefined the traditional criteria for 
artists to sustain a successful art career. Artblend operates 
as a full-service art company offering gallery representa-
tion, magazine profiles, and art fair exhibitions to artists 
from around the world.

The company has formulated a strategic business model 
primarily designed to attract art buyers. This verified 
exhibition and marketing plan was developed from the 
history of Michael’s successful photography career. Their 
guidance helps artists to understand they must invest in 
their career for others to invest in them.

Elaine and Michael Joseph currently employ an 
award-winning team of over fourteen uniquely qualified 
individuals. Since the opening of its doors over a decade 
ago, Artblend continues to welcome the opportunity to 
share with their community, build lasting relationships, 
benefit charities, and to support the arts globally.

You prefer to spend your time creating masterpieces. Our passion for what we do 

transfers into our services to make sure your unique efforts get you attention.

ABOUT US



Twelve month representation

Quarterly show receptions

Printed postcard invitations

Artist page on our website

Multi-media marketing

Portfolios and catalog display

WWell-lit and secure environment

Organized art inventory

Museum quality exhibition

Prominent art identification

The gallery representation is for a full 365-day period. 
The wall space available to each individual artist is 5 
feet wide by 8 feet high. The amount of art that each 
artist can display is dependent upon the size of the art. 
The area for individual sculptors allows for three floor 
standing or pedestal size works of art.

TheThe art sales and commission structure is intended to 
be very advantageous to the artist. The artist keeps 
100% of the earnings from their art sales leading up 
to the full amount of the representation fee paid. After 
this has been achieved, the sales earnings on the art 
work sold will be shared 75% to the artist and 25% to 
the gallery.

TheThe gallery hosts four exhibitions each quarter of the 
year with a “meet the artists’ reception”, which are 
heavily promoted through our email blasts and social 
media networks. In addition, each artist has a profile 
page on our website with a link to their website. All 
artists maintain their professional freedom and are not 
limited to showing with Artblend Gallery exclusively.

Art Galleries are critical if your artistic career agenda includes exhibiting your art in

front of collectors, consultants, designers, and other influential art world patrons.

GALLERY



Bi-annual publication

Two page feature profile

High quality production

Qualified writers and editors

Professional contributors

Available in gallery

Bulk distribution at art fairsBulk distribution at art fairs

Local retail store drop off

Free online digital e-reader

Bulk copies mailed to artist

Artblend Magazine is respected for its eye-catching artists’ 
profiles, informative articles, comprehensive coverage of the 
art industry, and a stylish new look that appeals to art 
aficionados from around the world. The magazine is of the 
highest quality and includes off-set printing, heavy stock luster 
paper, superior inks, laminate cover, and perfect sewn binding.

ArtistArtist Profiles consist of a feature spread covering two full 
pages. The left side page has the artist’s name, a quote by 
the artist, their email address, and their website. This page 
also contains the biographical editorial which is 
approximately 275 words and includes two images of their 
art-work. The right side page features a single full size 
image of art. Beneath the three images are the 
corcorresponding title, size, and medium of the art-work.

We have a full-time professional staff writer that will 
compose the editorial. You will be provided with a 
questionnaire and receive a brief follow-up phone interview 
where applicable. You will see a draft copy, can offer one 
round of revisions, and will be able to proof the final layout 
pages prior to going to print.

Magazine advertising establishes your importance and provides you with lasting

credibility. It is one of the most influential marketing pieces to increase sales.

MAGAZINE



Art transport and installation

Organized inventory

Well-lit and secure setting

Proper insurance and permits

Museum quality display

Prominent art identification

Printed show catalogPrinted show catalog

Marketing and promotion

Professional sales team

Complimentary guest passes

The wall spaces available to each individual artist are: 
Quarter Wall 5 feet wide by 5 feet high, Half Wall 5 feet wide 
by 10 feet high, or Full Wall 10 feet wide x 10 feet high. The 
floor area for individual sculptors allows for three floor 
standing or pedestal size art works. For a larger exhibiting 
area, spaces can be combined. The amount of art that each 
artist can display is dependent upon the size of the art.

EachEach artist has a full page artist profile in our self-published 
show catalog. We have a display area for our show catalog, 
the artblend magazine, and other promotional items. Artists 
may provide us with a small portfolio, an artist book, a 
catalog, or a brochure for us to show potential clients. All of 
the art fairs we participate in are heavily promoted through 
our use of various multi-media networks.

TheThe sales and commission structure is intended to be very 
advantageous to the artist. The artist keeps 100% of the 
earnings from their art sales leading up to the full amount of 
the representation fee paid. After this has been achieved, 
the sales earnings on the art work sold will be shared 75% 
to the artist and 25% to the gallery.

Art Fairs function as one of the primary promotional platforms for galleries and

artists, allowing them access to a massive number of important collectors.

ART FAIRS



954-817-4893 | www.artblend.com | info@artblend.com

2736 East Oakland Park Blvd., Fort Lauderdale, FL 33306





SILVER SCREEN ARTISTS

Billy Dee Williams Burt Young Clive Barker Ferdie Pacheco

Tina Louise George Frayne Cori Goldfarb Tony Dow

Silver Screen Artists is much more than just a gallery. It is a conduit for 
the celebrity and musician to showcase another side of their talent 
through art. Whether the medium is painting, drawing, or sculpture, 

these artists are not limited to just one form of creativity.

www.silverscreenartists.com  I  631-875-0859



Unconditionally, 48 x 72, Acrylic with Resin on Canvas

www.barbarabilotta.com        barbarabilotta@optonline.net        631-875-0909



“The image does not emerge 

mechanically from the camera,

It happens stylistically from the 

mind of the artist” 

954-817-8870   |   www.michaeljoseph.com   |   mj@michaeljoseph.com   

AN EXTRAORDINARY VIEW OF THE ORDINARY



954-817-4893 | www.artblend.com | info@artblend.com

2736 East Oakland Park Blvd., Fort Lauderdale, FL 33306
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